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I. DEFINITION

This study concerns itself with religious bodies, the number of their members, and th

countries. In a wider sense the numerical account of the external manifestations ofrec

study, but of late it has been customary to comprise this latter group of facts under th

Statistics" and to treat of them separately. As the whole field has only in the last deca

language has not as yet afforded a clear distinction between these terms. Practical rea

such a distinction, and therefore we retain it in the present article, and treat ecclesiast

STATISTICS, ECCLESIASTICAL).

II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The first attempts to determine exactly the number of members of a religious body ar

and Franciscan missionaries of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. But they only

and not that of the adherents of the indigenous religions in the respective countries. I

some accounts indeed of the various religious systems and their spread are extant, bu

over which the respective religions extended; as to the number of their followers we
]

that period, and no comprehensive and comparative records. It was only in the ninete

to distinguish statistically, according to religion, the entire population of the earth. T1

most accurate.

In all these calculations the total of the earth's population is considerably underrated,

are evidently only vague estimates without any solid foundation, as is clear from the

differences between the various estimates. Regarding Christians the computation is ii

from the exactness requisite for scientific research. Even the attempts made by geogr

Kolb, between 1850 and 1880, do not show any essential progress.

TABLE I

Malte Brun Graberg C.G. Stein Pinkerton Balbi

£

L^,

fc.
V,

r
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1810 1813 1819 1827 1844

Christians 228,000,000 236,000,000 228,000,000 235,000,000 260,000,

Jews 5,000,000 5,000,000 6,600,000 5,000,000 4,000,

Mohammedans 110,000,000 120,000,000 120,000,000 120,000,000 96,000,

Brahmins 60,000,000 60,000,000 60,000,000 60,000,

Buddhists 150,000,000 150,000,000 353,400,000 180,000,000 170,000,

Other Heathens 100,000,000 115,000,000 100,000,000 147,000,

Total 653,000,000 686,000,000 708,000,000 700,000,000 737,000,

Statistics of religions that should come up to the requirements of science would be pc

number of members of the various religious bodies were ascertained from reliable so

the individual results were tabulated. Average estimates that extend over entire group

indications of the numbers of the population and its distribution with regard to religic

statistical investigations. Detailed religious statistics, dealing distinctly with all couni

time presented by Fournier de Flaix to the second congress of the International Institi

1889. His example was followed by F. Von Juraschek (1898), H. Zeller, and H. A. K>ote
by Fournier de Flaix mostly correspond to the conditions at the beginning or the mid<
to the period 1890-97. Zeller has in essentials taken over the statements of Juraschek
investigations; he has, however, completed and arranged them more clearly (in Warn
Missionszeitschrift," 1903), and has added exact references for the various items. Th(

to the last decade of the nineteenth century and only in a few cases t^l90U The total

shown in Table II.

TABLE II

Fournier

de Flaix

Juraschek

and Zeller
Krose

Catholics

Protestants

Greek-Orthodox

Other Christians

230,866,533

143,237,625

98,016,000

4,960,000

254.500.000

165.830.000

106.480.000

8,130,000

264,505,922

166,627,109

109,147,272

8,728,284

Total Christians 477,080,158 534,940,000 549,017,341

Jews

Mohammedans
Brahmins

Ancient Indian Cults

Buddhists

Adherents of Ancestor

Worship and Confucianism

7,056,000

176,834,372

190,000,000

10,860,000

175.290.000

214.570.000

11,036,607

202,048,240

210,100,000

12,113,756

120,250,000

235,000,000

147,900,000

256,000,000

120.750.000

300.630.000
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Shintoists

Taoists

Other Heathens

Others and Undenominational

14.000.

00043.000.

000

117,681,669

14,000,000

17.000.

00032.000.

000

144,700,000

2,844,482

173,300,000

170,000

Total 1,429,552,199 1,544,510,000 1,536,110,426

The differences between the first and the last two accounts seem to be considerable. I

Fournier's figures refer to a time about ten years previous to that of Jurasehek-Zeller;
Krose's record is even greater. Within a period like this an increase of from 10 to 15

]

extraordinary. Hence, so far as regards the Christians, the statements may easily be n
apparently been counted with the "Greek Orthodox" by Fournier and with "Other Ch]

Neither is the disagreement regarding the Mohammedans and the Brahmins remarkal
however, has evidently been underrated by Fournier, and that of the Buddhists overe*

accounted for, as in the great Chinese Empire, with its hundreds of millions of inhabi

ancestor-worship cannot be sharply separated from one another; they are, at times prt

individual. It must be borne in mind, too, that the population of China has hitherto be
as much so, indeed, as that of the interior of Africa. Regarding the three religions of 1

of Africa, the statistical data necessary for a reliable calculation are wanting even no>

estimates are easily understood. Again, Jurasehek-Zeller did not make special catego

cults in India, but added them to the great collective groups just mentioned and the in

denomination seem to have been allotted by Juraschek to other groups on certain prir

underestimated the number of Mohammedans: recent investigations have proved that

widely extended in Africa than was believed. Otherwise the statistical accounts of Jui

reaching agreement, considering the different periods of their estimates. Their calculi

complete independence of each other, this harmony no doubt confirms the reliability

III. PRESENT STATUS OF RELIGIOUS BOD]

The tables of Jurasehek-Zeller and Krose given in section II correspond on the whole
century. At present, therefore, the first decade of the twentieth century being over, th-

and revising. This is especially necessary with the various Christian denominations ©
increase, while the estimates made ten years ago of the Asiatic and African religions

accepted in the absence of more exact computation. The great difficulties of religious

They are indeed greater than the difficulties of any other branch of statistics bearing (

possessing in other respects well-grounded official statistics often lack official accou
statistics has long since come to the conclusion that religion belongs to the essential i

1872 the Eighth International Congress for Statistics at St. Petersburg expressly empl
importance that must be attributed to a full and clear statement of the individual's reli

elements of civilization". This want is less felt in countries like Belgium, Spain, Porti

republics of South and Central America, whose populations generally profess one am
small minority, whose number can usually be ascertained in other ways with sufficiei

great with countries ofmixed denominations, like Great Britain and the United State*

the various religious bodies has not been ascertained by a universal census. In such c.

remedied by an ecclesiastical census; but this is the case only when all the individual

reliable when only the communicants or those with full right of membership are cour

the rest, as is commonly done in the Protestant denominations of England and Ameri
are vague estimates, possessing only approximate value. The same applies to Protest*

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/14275a.htm 7/16/2004
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E.

1907

R.

1907

E.

1900

Europe 188,577,058 106,200,177 113,735,718 410,826,465

(1) With dependencies.

( 2 ) This number corresponds to the ratio (14 in 10,000) deducted from the last officia

to the Jewish Year Book, London, 1910, the number of Jews in France runs up t

(3) Inclusive of "other Christians."

(4) Together with Malta, Gibraltar and the Channel Islands.

(5) Without Madeira.

(6) Together with Finland.

(7) Inclusive of 2,056,000 Raskolniks.

(8) Without the Canary Islands.

(9) With Crete.

do) Inclusive of 200,000 Armenians.

Of the nearly 430 millions living in Europe at present, almost 41 1 millions (95.5 per

Jews (2.3 per cent) may in reality be a little less than appears in the table, as the cons

Russia during the last decade could not be taken into account. On the other hand, the

population of Russia, in contrast to that of the Jews in Germany and Western Europe

period in question, so that the total number of Jews living at present (19JJJ in Europe

quite so large is the number ofMohammedans (2 per cent). Finally there remain 1 mi

)

1

Christians, of individuals without religious denomination, etc. Among the Chri stians ,

numerous group. They make up 43.8 per cent of the total population of Europe. Forrr

The extraordinary increase of the Slavic races, chiefly Greek Orthodox, and the great

Hungary, Italy, Spain, and Ireland are the principal causes of the relative decrease of

have, on account of their high birth-rate, outnumbered the Protestants . The former are

latter only 24.7 per cent, while, according to the earlier computation by Krose, the Gi

Schismatic Orientals added to the "Greek-Catholics" by Juraschek-Zeller and others)

In the total of Christians are included 2,056,000 Raskolniks in Russia (the real numb<

232,000 Gregorian Armenians in Turkey, Bulgaria, and Rumania, 24,000 Old CathoLc

Jansenists in Holland.

In Asia (see Table IV) government censuses of religions have been taken only within

Regarding the other countries only the number of Christians and Jews can be ascertai

the widespread religions of Eastern Asia we have nothing but estimates of very doub

various creeds amount in all to about 32,270,000, only 3.9 per cent of the total popul;

reckoned as 829 millions. Among the Christians the Greek Orthodox (in round numb
represented; yet the Catholics (12,660,000) come fairly close to them. The Protestant

the high estimates ofWameck regarding China and Korea be accepted. The remaindt

Raskolniks, Thomas Christians in India, and what is still left of the old Christian corr

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/14275a.htm 7/16/2004
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/

TABLE IV— Asia, Part 1

Countries Catholics Protestants
Greek

Orthodox

Ua

Persia, Afghanistan, Baluchistan, and

Independent States in the Himalayas
629,797 80,000 1,600,000

* '

Turkish Possessions

Russian Possessions and Dependencies 112,000 98,000 12,000,000 ti‘

British and Portuguese Possessions t 2,350,000 1,195,000 183,000 § -

French Indo-China 931,357

Siam (with Laos) 33,267 9,500

China with Dependencies 1,210,054 1 285,500 1

Korea 68,016 n 113,499

Japan 65,741 71,818 23,000

Dutch Possessions ** 56,214 472,000

Philippines 7,205,052 30,000
-

Asia 12,661,498 2,354,817 13,806,000 32
f
w

.

* Inclusive of 1,300,000 Armenians and other Schismatic Orientals,

t Inclusive of 512,000 Raskolniks and 1,365,000 Armenians and other Schismatic C

J Inclusive of the French Possessions in India.

§ Inclusive of 254^000 schismatic Thomas Christians.

H These numbers are taken from the "Abriss der Geschichte der protestantischen Mi
by Wameck, 9th ed., and are founded on estimates which probably are much too 1

** Inclusive of North-Bomeo.

TABLE IV— Asia, Part 2 OJW ***

Countries
Moham-
medans

Brahmins Buddhists

Adherents of

Confucianism

and Ancestor

Worship

SB 4 ****

Persia, Afghanistan,

Baluchistan, and

Independent States

in the Himalayas

15,000,000 2,000,000 1,000,000

Turkish Possessions 130,000,000

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/14275a.htm 7/16/2004
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Russian Possessions

and Dependencies
12,100,000 •

British and Portu-

guese Possessions
64,000,000 208,000,000 13,500,000

French Indo-China —
Siam (with Laos)

China with

Dependencies
20,000,000 110,000,000 240,000,000 32

Korea
.

Japan 17

Dutch Possessions 31,000,000 500,000 .

Philippines ?
.

Asia 155,100,000 210,000,000 125,000,000 240,000,000 49

* Inclusive of 12,1 14,000 adherents to ancient Indian Cults.

Of about 6,634,000 inhabitants of Australia and Oceania (see Table V), about 5,240,(

denominations take the lead (almost 77 per cent of the total). The Australian continer

Caledonia, Fiji, the Tonga and Navigator Islands are almost completely Christianizec

Guinea, the Bismarck Archipelago, the Solomon Islands, and most of the smaller gro
pagan. Jews are few on the Australian continent and New Zealand; Buddhists and M<
immigrants in Hawaii and on the continent. An official census of religions was taken
Commonwealth in 1900. As, however, the population has grown very considerably si

to the Catholics of the Australian Commonwealth the results of the ecclesiastical cen
proportion the number of Protestants ascertained in 1 900. With regard to the other co
Protestant missionary statistics have served as our chief sources of information. Thus
attained concerning the Christians , while for the pagans mere estimates have had to s

TABLE V
Australia and Oceania

Countries Catholics Protestants Jews
Moham-
medans

Bud
dhisl

Commonwealth of Australia

New Zealand

951,429

127,227

3,013,000

719,087

15,000

1,867

20,000 10,(

Other British Possessions 35,000 147,500

21,000French Possessions 53,000

New Hebrides 3,000 22,000

44,460German Possessions (1) 27,399

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/I4275a.htm 7/16/2004
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Catholics nor connected with the Greek or Oriental schismatical Churches), we have

The number of Jews in full membership given by Carroll is evidently far too low, noi

by this term in the case of Jews. We have therefore given preference to the number o

(1,777,000).

In Southern and Central America the determination of religious profession is easier, i

regarded as Catholic, making allowance for the few Protestants and the uncivilized Ii

The same may be said of Cuba, Porto Rico, Haiti, San Domingo, and the French Wes
and Dutch colonies there are partly official, partly ecclesiastical data. In Mexico, too.

the Government in 1901.

According to the synopsis presented in Table VIII, the entire population of the Earth

years 1906-08) amounts to about 1561 millions. The various figures show a notable c

previous accounts of Krose and Zeller-Juraschek. In the first place, the latest figures .

far as the Christian denominations are concerned. The reason of this is that more thar

calculations. Considering the high birth-rate of the Christian nations, an increase of 1

Besides, the recent and more accurate census in Southern and Central America broug

and rougher estimates. As these territories are almost exclusively Catholic, it is clear

apparently surpasses that of the Protestants .

TABLE VIII — Synopsis of Tables III to VII, Part (A)

Christians

Parts of the World Catholics Protestants

Greek

Russian

(Orthodox)

Oriental

Schismatics C

Europe

Asia

Australia and Oceania

188,577,058 106,200,177 113,735,718 232,000 411

12,661,498

1,244,055

2,689,839

87,614,635

2,354,817

3,997,047

2,634,660

70,868,923

13,806,000 2,919,000 3:

Africa

America

5,823,989 l

15:

Total 292,787,085 186,055,624 127,541,718 8,974,989 6T

TABLE VIII — Synopsis of Tables III to VII, Pa

Non-Christians

Parts of

the

World

Jews
Moham-
medans

Brahmins Buddhists

Adherents of

Confucianism

and Ancestor

Worship

Europe

Asia

Australia

and

9,795,877

745,000

16,867

8,648,395

155,100,000

20,000

210,000,000 125,000,000 240,000,000

http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/14275a.htm 7/16/2004
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Oceania

Africa

America

573,635

1,858,372

43,299,445 70,000

100,000 200,000

Totals 12,989,751 207,067,840 210,100,000 125,270,000 ,
240,000,000 4

On the other hand, the column of Fetish-worshippers and other pagans of lower civili

decrease, which is explained by the recent estimate of the population of Central Afric

supposed the population of Africa to be 178 millions, in 1908 he reckoned the popuL

regions religious statistics are subject to great fluctuations. The total number of Chris

per cent, of the entire population of the earth. Of the Christians , not quite one-half—
— belong to the Catholic Church; 186 millions, or 30.1 per cent are Protestants; 127

Orthodox; the rest are Oriental Schismatics or belong to sects not separately mention

Jansenists, Old Catholics etc. The Roman Catholic Church alone comprises almost oi

followers than any other form of religion. Buddhism Ancestor-worship, and Confiicii

indeed possess a larger number of adherents, are not distinct religious bodies, but for

religious customs all of which, as mentioned above, are at times observed by the sam

number of adherents, Brahminism and Mohammedanism , of all religious denominati-

Catholicism: they each have more than 200 millions of followers. But their extension

Catholicism; locally and ethnographically they are much more limited. In Table VIII

numerous than they are in reality, as the great emigration from Russia could not be d<

reliable official statistics, while in the most recent records from countries to which th

included. Nevertheless the total number of Jews can scarcely fail to reach 12 millions

Immigration to the United States .) The remaining 7 1/3 millions not classified are inc

denomination and, still more, those whose creeds could not be ascertained.
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J 328 Appendix.

heroism of their converts. We shall reserve our criticisms for

another and more suitable occasion. In the meantime let us look,

as impartially as we can, at the facts as we find them recorded in

history and contemporary records.

Our brief account of these missions will be taken chiefly from

Roman Catholic documents, specially the accredited history,

‘Manual of Universal Church History,’ by the Rev. John Alzog,

D.D., translated from the ninth edition by two distinguished Pro-

fessors, and approved by several Bishops of the Roman Catholic

Church in America, and reprinted in Dublin. It was recommended

to me by one of the highest authorities of that Church in this

country as the best accessible. Another work of much value and

interest, of which I shall make much use, is ‘ Missiones Catholicse

Ritus Latini,’ published by the Congregation ‘ de propaganda fide
5

in 1886—a new annual, which may well be a stimulus from its

clear, full, and concise information, if not a model to the Protestant

Churches. It keeps up the idea of the universality of the Church, by

being printed in the Latin language, so as to be accessible to scholars

in all parts of the world, and by taking for granted that scholars

will read it, which is not always the case with our missionary intel-

ligence. Many other works may be consulted by any one desiring to

prosecute this inquiry, such as T. W. Marshall’s ‘ Christian Missions :

their Agents and Results’; Grundemann’s ‘Miss. Atlas,
5 Gotha, 1871 ;

Hahn’s ‘History of Missions from the days of Jesus Christ,
5

Cologne, 1858 ;
T. G. Snea’s ‘ History of Catholic Missions among

Indian Tribes’; W. J. Kip’s ‘Jesuit Missions in North America’;

Hue’s ‘ Christianity in China and Thibet. 5 The ‘ Choix de Lettres

Edifiantes 5 have their interest, but they seem to be published with

more regard to edification than accuracy.

In forming an opinion of the missions of the Roman Catholic

Church, and comparing them with those of Protestant Churches, it

is essential to accuracy that a distinct idea be formed of what a

mission really is. On this subject the ideas of the Roman Catholic

and Protestant Churches differ greatly. Which is right remains to

be seen; but in order to a comparison, there must be an under-

standing of the same words in the same sense. The idea of the

Roman Catholics seems to be that wherever their Church exists in a

country in which it is not the established or dominant Church of

the country, it is a ‘ Missionary Church. 5

It is thus, for instance,

in Greece, where they count the date of their Mission from the

preaching of the Apostle Paul, and so of the Eastern States of

Europe, where the Greek and Roman Churches have stood face

to face ever since the schism of the Church into these two great

divisions.
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estimate at 7,000,000, has 12,530 Catholics, 42 churches or chapels,

and 82 priests. 4th, Mongolia, where the work began in 1630,

among a population estimated at 2,000,000, has 19,861 Catholics,

92 churches or chapels, and 238 priests. 5th, The Thibet s, with

4,000,000 inhabitants, to which missionaries were sent m tne

seventeenth century, has only 991 Catholics
;
there are 9 churches

and chapels, and 18 priests. The totals for these five countnes

are :

—

Number of inhabitants

Catholics

Churches and chapels

Priests . .

57,000,000
77.254

227
416

South Sea Islands, or Islands of Oceania. These missions

have brought no credit to the Church of Rome, either in aspect

of the number of the converts or their character, and, we may add

the spirit in which they have been begun and prosecuted. I hese

islands had been, to a large extent, occupied by Protestant missions

for a whole generation before the Roman Catholic missions were

sent out They were doing wonders amongst the lowest and

most degraded of our specie! The most hopeless savages were

being rapidly elevated to the level of modern civilization. They

were^ becoming not only, in a religious aspect, like new men, they

were becoming morally and socially respectable members of society,

in spite of the evil influences exerted by our European sailoi

and traders This good work had been going on since the year

?7Q7 It was not until the year 1826 that the hrst Roman Catholic

mission was begun in Tahiti, and not until 1830 was there any sign

of anv large missionary effort by the Roman Church amongst these

Ss Kft time no effort has been spared to encroach

mnn m-ound occupied by Protestant missions, and the secular

nf France—a strange
7
ally for a Christian Church- has been

used to the utmost, not only for extending Catholic missions, but

for invading the weak and defenceless islanders, and Romish

Dri e sts did
S
not scruple to take advantage of their violent and

unprincipled invasion. Their conduct was a disgrace to the civili-

an of France, and a scandal to the Christianity of Rome. It

that
, ,

lnm the nast. It is necessary that all should know

thmeven temperate men, who are determined to be just, and desire

to'be charitable cannot speak smoothly of such proceedings.

results have not been such as to comfort the missionaries

or to compensate for their indifference to the rights of the natives

and of the Protestants. We give the totals for the groups of the
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ISdST.»TSfc'
i0n

’ N” Caled““- C“M Oceania, the

Estimated populations .

Catholics .

Churches and chapels .

Priests

Schools and seminaries

412,000

74)845
340
140
205

n-n^
IER

i
CATAmongst

n
those natives

'

of America which did not“?
p
“nder the Power of Rome, through the wars of the Spaniardsand Portuguese, which we gave our reasons for excluding from oursurvey ,
we are not able to give any sure estimate, and

&
there areno separate returns, except for Patagonia, in which there 1f

said to be 1800 Catholics, 8 stations, 12 priests, 8 clergy Tclerici')and 10 catechists. For the natives in the United States and inCanada, and in some of the islands of the West Indies we shall allow22 000, an ample number, from all we can le“n, miking a total

missions!
°llCS

’
ln the ProPer sense of the term, the result of

Africa.—

T

he missions of the Roman Catholic Church in

£? d\t4 do
he
nlt“e ssra Sch ::allow for comparison with 100 years of those of Protestants Forexample, 57,000 Catholics are put down under the hpnd of

SeS toThS
also deduct the Catholics of Mauritffor^ffi& b^the oldZ^fw?^- a^ettha^iglffe

be?.* -ur of - T"'“s&Wa’Ss
The six parts into which Africa is divided are’-ist, North
1 The following returns or estimates are given as thev stand in th*

r

Re= to?

1'0 1C tablC9
’ and " 3Ub^ Ct Eductions on tfe^principi:

Z 2



Roman Catholic Missions, 34i

SUMMARY OF ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSIONS.

Taken from Tables in ‘Missiones Catholic^,* 1886. 1

Divisions. India.

Indo-
China
Penin-

sula, etc.

China.

Regions
adjacent

to

China.

Oceania
and

America.

Africa
and its

Islands,

etc.

Total.

Adherents .... 1,183,142 674.317 483,403 77.254 114.845 210,000 2,742,961

Churches and chapels . 2,677 1,668 2,429 227 360 200 7.561

European missionaries. 9962 342 47 i 416 180 4 i 7 2,822

Native missionaries . 93
2 378 281 ... ... ... 752

Elementary schools 1,566 ... 1.779 ... 205 954 4,504

Elementary scholars . 64.357 21,166 25,219 ... ... ... 110,742

1 Deducting those returns which cannot be fairly classed under Modern Missionary work.
2 There seems some obscurity in the table from which these figures are taken, possibly

from some of the returns not distinguishing Native from European missionaries. The numbers
are combined in the Total (1089) under the column for Europeans. It is probable that there
are rather more Native and fewer European missionaries.
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T HIS, as nearly as I can obtain information,

is the date of the world; though in many
countries, as Turkey, Arabia, Great Tartary,

Africa, and America, except the United States,

and mod of the A/iatic Iflands, we have no

accounts of the number of inhabitants, that can

be relied on. I have therefore only calculated

the extent, and counted a certain number on an

average upon a fquare mile; in fome countries

more, and in others lefs, according as circum-

ftances determine. A few general remarks upon
it will conclude this fe&ion.

First, The inhabitants of the wrorId according

iwciiLy 1UUUUU5 vi wnum arc zuu in pagan cuuk-

d.c of Mahomet; an hundred millions catholics;

the greek and armenian churches, and perhaps

feven millions of jews. It mud undoubtedly

(Vrike every confederate mind, what a vad pro-

portion of the Tons of Adam there are, who yet

remain in the mod deplorable date of heathen

darknefs, without any means of knowing the true

God, except what are afforded them by the works

?

nefs ; an hundred and thirty millions the followers

tu>T MM, cm
/

CrjXi

3<3
|

CtCf

forty-four millions protedants; thirty millions of

-- From WILLIAM CAREY, An E

to U

Heat
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I

of nature; and utterly deftitute of the knowledge

of the gofpel of Chrift, or of any means of

obtaining it. In many of thefe countries they

have no written language, confequcntly no Bible,

and are only led by the raoft childifh cufloms and

traditions. Such, for inftance, are all tlfe middle

and back parts of North America, the inland

parts of South. America, the South-Sea Iflands,

New Holland, New Zealand, New Guinea; and

I may add Great Tartary, Siberia, Samojedia,

and the other parts of Alia contiguous to the

lrozen fea ; the greateft part of Africa, the ifland

of Madagafcar, and many places befide. In

many of thefe parts alfo they are cannibals, feed-

ing upon tire fieih of their flain enemies, with the

greateft brutality and eagemefs. The truth of

this was afeertained, beyond a doubt, by the late

eminent navigator, Cooke, of the NewZealanders,

and fome of the inhabitants of the weftem coaft

of America. Human facrifices are alfo very fre-

quently offered, fo that fcarce a week elapfes with-

out inftances of this kind. They are in general

poor, barbarous, naked pagans, as deftitute of

civilization, as they are of true religion.

Secondly, Barbarous as thefe poor heathers

are, they appear to be as capable of knowledge as

we are; and in many places, at leaft, have difeo-

yered uncommon genius and tra&ablenefs ; and

I ereatlv

Qui ry into the Obligation of Christians
e Means for the Conversion of the
en. . . . i 792
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STATISTICS OF KOREAN RELIGIONS

Religion s

Protestants 15,100,000
Roman Catholics, 3,300,000
Orthodox 200 , 00 0

Total Christians 18,600,000

****************************

Buddhists
Folk Religion
Confucianist
Other

20
,
000,000

11,700,000
10

,
000,000

2 , 500,000

Protestants

Presbyterian
Methodist
Korea Ev' (OMS)
Baptists
Pentecostal
7th Day Advent.
Salvation Army
Anglican
Nazarene
Lutheran

9 , 000 , 000
1 , 500, 000

900.000
880 . 000
500 . 000
140 . 000
104 . 000
78 . 000
44 . 000
7 , 000

************************

Marginal

Moon's Unit. Ch 550,000
Jehovah's Witnes 78,000
Mormons 68,000

- Korean Religious Statist
1995

(Seoul: Korean Research
Institute for Religion
Society, 1995), pp. 312

ics

and
-318
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1920-90, 000 215,032

1930- 109, 000 306,071

1940- 1 50, 000 372, 000

1950-257, 668 600, 000

1960-365, 968 l, 257,428

1970-839, 7 1 l 2, 197, 336

1980- 1. 321, 293 5, 809, 417
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RE: a quick question

During the 19th century alone, Protestant missionaries and national church leaders

translated the New Testament (or the whole Bible) into 59 Asian languages. During the

first eighteen centuries of Christianity in Asia, the Bible had only been translated into

Syriac, Armenian, Malay (1733) and Tamil (1727).

Actually, the first statement comes from UBS which compiled the information for the

article in the DAC on translations. The second sentence I am not sure of. Was the Bible

only translated in Syriac and Armenian (as Asian languages) before the 1 8th century? I

believe it was translated into Georgian early on.

Lamin Sanneh has the Arabic Bible translated in 1671 . If this is accurate, I should add it

to the last sentence.

Thanks for any help you can be.

Blessings to you both,

Scott

t-r,

2

r*

2 of 2 1/24/03 10:14PM
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• ASIA . Asia was the least Christian continent in the worl

^ *>00, statistically speaking, and that has not changed

^ * inety years even though its percentage of Christians to w

puliation has quadrupled, from 1% in 1900 to 4^ in 1990.

means that of the 34 Christian "families" in the global village

ninety years ago 1900 only 1 was Christian, whereas of

families nearly four were Christian .

26

The increase is more significant than it looks, for Asia

has more people than all four of the other large conti

combined—Africa ,
Latin America, Europe and North Amenca-so that

when Asia multiples the number of its Christians by four times, the

numerical increase is from yi million to somewhere between 180

&
25 ibid.

26 In 1900 Asia (excluding Oceania) counted 18

(WCE); in 1990 the reported number was 227 m. ( IBMR Update),

see footnote 8 on p. 8.

latter figure may be too high, based on higher than average

estimates for China. I would, with some hesitation, adjust it

downward about 37 m. to 180 m.).

2# The chart below (derived from WCE, pp. 4, 782 f.) excludes

Oceania. It numbers adherents (not members) and gives percentages

of proportion to the continental population. It does not adequately

reflect changes in China since 1976. In comparison to calculations

elsewhere in this article I add about 20 m. to the lower 1985 Asia

statistics here., and subtract about 30 m. from the higher later

estimates. See note 8, p.8. Estimates high or low for China are

only educated guesses.
1900 1985

[ ClO
t

<nrt?
,

^ .7
<

t I . Crv<3 r,

T

t>

World population 2 r5ULf600 , 000
" Xn adherents 558,000,000 1,759,000,000

Asia's population
Asia's Xn adherents
• Hindus
" Non-religious
" Muslims

China folk rel.

946.053.000 2,773
/ 9 ,.930, 000 ( 1%) 148

203.000.

000 (21%) 647
42,000 ( 0%) 618

159.223.000 (17%) 557

379.000.

000 (40%) 190

Compare World Almanac 1990 figures

population 2,916 m. ; world Christians 1,669.

2,915 m.; Christians 213 m.; Non-religious 687 m

Muslims 583 m. ? and China folk religions 172 m.

,973,000
,000,000* ( 5.3%)
,567,000 (23.3%)

,
000,000 (

22 . 2 %)

,
000,000 ( 20 . 0 %)

,
000,000 ( 6 . 8%)

for 1988: World
Asia: Population

Hindus 660 m.

;
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million and a reported 227 million. But the proportion of

Christians in Asia's huge population of 2 1/2 billion is still low,

awt
only 7%

A comparison with the growth of other Asian religions is

given below in a footnote using five-year old figures from 1985.

It shows significant changes, even without the yet more startling

recent discoveries of hitherto hidden Christian growth in China. “

60% of all the people in the world live in Asia. The

second largest country in Asia, India, has nearly as many people,

for example, as the two other third world continents, Africa and

Latin America, combined.

But the mass of Asia's uncountable population,

proportionally reduces the influence of its Christians. Asia's 220

27 From 1 4% to 4% in 1990. The numerical increase reported

in IBMR 1990 was from 18 m. to 223 m. (WCE and IBMR 1990, but the

latter** ffgure may be too high, based on higher than average

estimates
9
for China. I would, with some hesitation, adjust

downward about 37 m. to 180 m.).

« The chart below (derived from WCE, pp. 4, 782 f.) excludes

Oceania. It numbers adherents (not members) and gives percentages

of proportion to the continental population. !t does not adequately

reflect changes in China since 1976. in comparison to calculations

elsewhere in this article I add about 20 m. to the lower 1985 Asia

statistics here., and subtract about 30 m. from the higher L
^are

estimates. See note 8, p.8. Estimates high or low for China

only educated guesses.
1900 iy»o

\ L lb CTV0 ^ .711. crrrO fHH.

World population 946x€KXV0 Q 0

xn adherents 558,000,000
_2 ,514^600 ,

BOO
1,759,000,000

Asia's population
Asia's Xn adherents

w Hindus
" Non-religious
" Muslims

China folk rel.

946.053.000
1

9,930,000

( 1%)

203.000.

000 (21%)

42,000

( 0%)
159.223.000 (17%)

379.000.

000 (40%) .

Compare world Almanac 1 99.0 figures for 1988: World

copulation 2,916 m. : world Christians 1,669. Asia: Population

2^915 m.; Christians 213 m.; Non-religious 687 m. ; Hindus 660 m.,

Muslims 583 m.; and China folk religions 172 m.

2,773,973,000

148.000.

000* ( 5.3%)
647,567,000 (23.3%)

618.000.

000 (22.2%)

557.000.

000 (20.0%)

190.000.

000 (
6.8%)



million Christians are now more than North America s 188 m. ,
but

they are like grains of sand scattered across the continent, and

there is no comparing the visibility and influence of Christians on

the two continents.

Only in five widely separated areas has there emerged a

demographically significant concentration of Asian Christians: in

Lebanon, the Philippines, Korea, and two provinces of India: Kerala

in the southwest, and the tribal states of the Northeast Frontier.

In each of the five, the culture has been significantly

shaped by a different Christian pattern. Lebanon, where Christians

were first called Christians, and where the majority religion until

very recently was Christian, mostly Maronite and Orthodox, is now

perhaps only 45% Christian and slipping into self-destruction by

warfare between its Christian factions while the Muslims take over

the country. The Philippines is about 90% Christian statistically,

and massively Catholic. Its 40 m. Christians are the largest

concentration of Christians on the Asian continent, and some

indication of the church's influence was given by the prominent

role of Cardinal Sin in the Aquino revolution.

Kerala , in India, is the traditional location of the

mission of St. Thomas, "the apostle to Asia" and today is about 30%

Christian. An indication of the pervasive presence of

Christianity there is the Maramon gathering of Thomas Christians

every summer, the largest regular annual gathering of Christians

anywhere in the world. On the platform sitting side by side, a

year or so ago, were the district's two members of Parliament, one

a St. Thomas Christian, which was to be expected, but the other was

the communist member of Parliament. Christians are too numerous,

too important and too influential in Kerala for any politician to

ignore

.

South Korea also is somewhere between 25% and 30%

Christian. There it is the Protestants who command the greatest

national influence. They now outnumber Korean Buddhists, and

within the Christian community outnumber the second largest

denomination, Roman Catholicism, about 8 m. to 2 m. In fact



Presbyterians alone outnumber Catholics there almost three to one.

Methodism began in England with John Wesley, but as a

visitor from California pointed out not too long ago, the largest

single Methodist congregation in the world is not in England, it is

in Seoul, Korea; Presbyterianism began in Geneva with John Calvin

but the largest single Presbyterian church in the world is in

Seoul, Korea; and Pentecostalism in its modern form began in

Southern California, but the largest single Pentecostal church in

the world is also in Seoul, Korea.

But in closing, instead of using Asia as an example of

miracles of church growth, which I could so easily do, let me use

it in a healthier and more Christian way as a challenge, and as an

example of the unfinished nature of the missionary task to reach

the whole world for Christ.

Yes, Asia does have its victories of growth and

Christian outreach. Revival in Indonesia. The mass movements of

India, and the house-church movement in China. The pioneering

beginnings of third-world missions in the islands of the Pacific

and the radiating vitality of Asian missions around the world.

But despite all the achievements of modern missions there

are more non-Christians in Korea today than when my father first

landed on that peninsula 100 years ago. Japan may well have a

lower percentage of Christians today than in its "Christian

century" four hundred years ago. A whole handful of the least

Christian countries in the world are in Asia: Mongolia, Bhutan,

North and South Yemen, and Afghanistan. And the three most massive

blocs of humanity resistant to Christian mission are all three in

Asia: the Muslims of the middle east, the Hindus of India where

only about five of the 300 castes have allowed a viable Christian

community to emerge, and the still uncounted masses of the Chinese

people

.

The Lord Buddha was born in Asia, and most of the world's

Buddhists live in Asia.

Confucius was born in Asia, and most of the world's

Confucianists live in Asia.
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North and South Yemen, and Afghanistan. And the three most massive

blocs of humanity resistant to Christian mission are all three in

Asia: the Muslims of the middle east, the Hindus of India where

only about five of the 300 castes have allowed a viable Christian

community to emerge, and the still uncounted masses of the Chinese

people.

The Lord Buddha was born in Asia, and most of the world's

Buddhists live in Asia.

Confucius was born in Asia, and most of the world's

Confucianists live in Asia.

Muhammad was born in Asia, and most of the world's

Muslims live in Asia.

Our Lord Jesus Christ was born in Asia. But Asia remains

the continent most resistant to Him, and least effectively

evangelized by His people in the world.

But I cannot stop there. I have spoken too much about

mass. Let me mention again Einstein's equation. It speaks of mass

and energy and light. The empowering is not in the mass but comes

to it. The power, the energy comes from the velocity of light, and

Jesus said, "I am the Light", and "Ye shall have power".

Samuel Hugh Moffett
Princeton, NJ
May, 1990
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1 9th Century Mi ssions : The Heritage of the Past

In some circles, the most devastating criticism one can make

of a missionary today is to say, "He, or she, is still a 19th century

missionary." The phrase calls to mind all sorts of negative carica-

tures. Even in churches sometimes when I am introduced as a missionary

I am eyed askance as a throw-back to a mere primitive era, to the bad

days of colonialism and cultural aggression and the white man's manifest

destiny.

But the past is not all bad and the present is not all good.

Today our Presbyterian church membership is declining as fast as the

number of our missionaries, and there may be a connection. It was

old-fashioned, 19th century missions that sent the membership of Korea's

Presbyterian church exploding right out of the 19th century and on into

the 20th, until now according to some estimates there are more

Presbyterians in Korea than in America. Even if the figures are not

quite accurate, they are close enough to the truth to be astonishing:

some 5 million Korean Presbyterians , and a reported 3 to 4 million

American Presbyterians. Our own Presbyterian USA membership is just

3 million, but they tell us that sometime before this year is over it

will fall down into the 2 million class.

Our missions of the past must have been doing something right,

and it is just possible that the 20th century church has something to

learn from the 19th. As a matter of fact the greatest mission historian

of the 20th century, Professor Kenneth Scott Latourette called the 19th

century "the great century" of Christian missionary expansion. In his

monumental 7-volume "History of the Expansion of Christianity" he covers

twenty centuries of church history, but three volumes out of the 7 deal

with just one century, the 19th. In this session, I want to give you

some idea of why the 19th century can indeed quite properly be called

the great century of Christian mission; and on the other hand warn you

that in some ways , it is a little dangerous to call it the great

century, as if all we need to do in this 20th century is to repeat it.



My thesis is that we have a great Protestant heritage in 19th

century missions which we do well to remember, but it is ret something

we should worship. The past is indeed an indispensable lesson for the

future, but it cannot be repeated.

I am going to be a bit arbitrary, and begin the 19th mission-

ary century with VJi 1 1 i am Carey in 1792, and end it in 1910 with John R.

Mott and the first great World Missionary Conference which was held in

Edinburgh that year, and which seems to me to mark the end of 19th

century pioneering missions and the beginning of 20th century ecumenical

missions.

In that brief period from 1792 to 1910 more Christians volun-

teered for overseas mission, more missionaries carried the Christian

faith into more unreached parts of the world, made more converts,

planted more churches, profoundly affected more cultures and societies,

than in an previous century in the history of the church.

But we must not make the packaging toe neat. Missions did not

begin in 1792, as some Protestants seem to think. The greatest years of

Catholic missions were probably before 1792. In those years, while

Protestants were bending all their efforts to keep Northern Europe

Protestant, the Cathol ics—especially the Franciscans, the great French

missionary societies, and above all, the Jesuits—were setting out to

win the world.

Even Protestants, however, had some overseas missions before

1792. Not much, but some. John Calvin, blessed be his name, sent a

mission to Brazil. It failed, but at least he tried. The English and

the Scots formed the first Protestant missionary societies, beginning as

early as 1649 (the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel) with

missions in New England. The Dutch had sent chaplains to their colonies

in the East Indies even earlier, in 1603.

But more than anything else, it was a zealous little sect of

pietists, called Moravians, which almost single-handedly kept Protestant

missions alive through the 18th century. So if I had my way and could

stretch the 19th century back a little farther. I'd begin it not in

1792, but in 1732 when that improbably Moravian trio of a nobleman of

the family of kings (Count Nicholas von Zinzendorf), and a potter named

Dober and a carpenter named Nitschmarr. ,
heard the call of God, and the



potter and the carpenter le^t Saxony end began to walk to the West

Indies by way of Denmark--? peck apiece on their backs and $3 each in

their pockets, to light a light that then beger to spread around the

world. That was 1732. Let's be honest and admit that Protestant

missions began with the sects, the pietists, the Spirit-centered fringe,

net with the mainline churches of the Reformation.

Put v (e will not be far wrong if we begin the 19th century VO

s i x ty_ ye a rs later, ringe_o i n
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The end of the 18th century was a gloomy period for Christ-

ians. The Engl ightenment ,
as the rise of rationalism and science in the

west was called, had already begun to propel Christendom from the "age

of faith" into "the age of doubt"—and dcubt does not make missionaries.

The Roman Catholics were particularly hard hit. Their political power

was shrinking with the decline of Spain and Portugal, and in missions

they almost committed suicide when the Pope, in 1773, suppressed the

most pov/erful missionary society that Christians had ever organized, the

Society of Jesus, the Jesuits. One picture comes to my mind as captur-

ing the true spirit of the enforced decline of Catholic missions at the

end of the 18th century. Charles III of Spain threw the Jesuits out of

Paraguay in 1767 for being too religious and kind and not col oni ally

Spanish enough in their rule of Indian territory granted to them. 78

robed fathers were marched in chains down to Buenos Aires to be shipped

back to Europe. Their last words to the weeping Indians were, "Get

ready, my children to hear many lies", as the Christian colonialism

pushed Christian mission out of its way. (J.B. Beeching, An Open Path:

Christian Missionaries 1515-1914. Lond. 1979, p. 17) In the eyes of

colonial Spain the Jesuits had adapted to local culture too much, and

westernized too little.

Catholic decline continued straight on into the 19th century.

The French Revolution destroyed the great Foreign Mission Society o^

Paris. The French actually threw two popes into prison. By 1832 in all

the world outside Europe and^North America there were said to be only

270 European^priest-missionaries^*"fs. Delacroix, Histcire Universelle

des Missions Catholiques, vol . III. Faris:1956, p. 169H*.)



But as Catholic missions declined, the Protestant churches

seemed singularly unprepared to fill the vacuum. The Catholics sl least

had their theology of mission intact, protected by the papal bull of

Gregory XV ( Inscrutabile Divinae , 1622) which established a Sacred

Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith. Daniel Pops describes it

as a call to a "fresh awareness of an eternal duty"— the evangelization

of al

1

the world.

This was a duty not yet effectively recognized by most Pro-

testants. When a Lutheran nobleman, Justinian von Weltz, in 1664

appealed for a Protestant Jesus-Society like the Jesuits to be organized

for Protestant missions, he was dismissed by his church superintendent,

J.H. Ursinus, as a hypocritical radical, an anabaptist dreamer. Pro-

tect us from it, dear God," said Ursinus, adding emphatically that the

gospel was not meant for barbarians like the Greenlanders, the Tartars

and cannibals. (See J.A. Scherer, Justinian Welz.. Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, 1969, p. 17 f.; and D.L. Leonard, A Hundred Years of Mission.

N.Y. & London: Funk & Wagnalls, 1905, p. 62).

Then came 1792, as important to missions history, I suppose,

as 1492 is to American history.

William Carey, in 1792, was a 31-year-old part-time shoemaker,

part-time schoolteacher and week-end Baptist preacher in Leicester. He

had read David Brainerd's diary (which gives the story a Princetcn

connection, for Brainerd, you may remember, was expelled from Yale in

1742, became engaged, unofficially, to the daughter of Princeton's most

famous early president, Jonathan Edwards, and was best known as a

pioneer missionary in darkest New Jersey). Carey read Brainerd's D^ary.,

the Voyages of Captain Cook, and the Bible. Cook's Voyages so

stimulated his imagination that he stitched a leather globe of the

world, placed it next to his cobbler's bench, and put an open Bible in

frcrt of it. That was his missionary call-no vision, no voices—just a

missionary example, Brainerd, a globe of the world, and the open Bible.

That was the powerful combination that led to the publication

of Carey's book, in 1792, "An Enquiry into the Obligations cf Christians

to Use Means for the Conversion of the Heathen". It was his answer to

the all-too-common anti -missionary anthropology of established churchmen

like the Lutheran superintendent, Ursinus, cr the hyper-Calvinism of his



own independent Baptists. Carey had once proposed a debate cr the

subject: Is rot the command given to the Apostles to teach all nations.,

binding on all succeeding ministers to the end of the world, seeing that

the accompanying promise [is] of equal extent? Eut he was instantly

rebuked by an older minister, "Young man, sit down... When C-cd pleases

to convert the heathen, He'll do it without consulting you or me."

But Carey did not sit down. He stood up and preached (May 31,

1792); and then he organized a missionary society (Oct. 3, 1793); and

then he went himself as a missionary to India,— all this in the space of

one year, between May 31, 1792 and April 4, 1793.

The book, the sermon, the society and the sailing, all four

are important. The book gathered the facts ^they^nd statistics—the

concrete reasons for mission. It told Christians that although Christ

had commanded his Church to take the gospel into al

1

the world, and

disciple al

1

nations, in fact less than one-quarter of the people of the

world had been reached with the gospel, and that almost all of those who

had been reached were bottled up on one continent (Europe) with a

marginal spillover into North America, and were doing very little to

reach the other great continents, except for colonial Catholicism in

Latin America. That is what the book showed beyond all dispute.

The sermon gave the "rousements" , the emotional and spiritual

motivation for mission. Carey's sermon had two points, based on Isaiah

54:2,3: one point on faith, the other on works, which is an important

combination in the history of any Christian mission. The first point

was "Expect great things from God". The second was "Attempt great

things for God."

But it was the organizing cf a missionary society four months

later that put the muscle, the necessary structural fiber into the

mission. It was the forming of this Society that is generally consider-

ed to be the birth of the modern missionary movement. However, it v;as

all still on paper. Only when in the spring of the next year Carey

actually sailed himself as a missionary to India, instead of remaining

to be the president of the missionary society, only then did it all come

to life, and only then did Carey give Protestantism its 19th century

model of a missionary. He did not even wait until reaching India to

begin his work. All the way cn beard his ship he studied Bengali and
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becar to translate Genesis into that language. (The best biography:

J.C. Marshman, The Life and Times of Carey, Marshman and Ward. Lcrdor.:

1859).

Put we must leave Carey, and take a quick, bird's-eye survey

of what he started, and what those who came after him in "the great cen-

tury" accomplished.

Following Latourette and others, I will describe it in terms

of eight generalizations, oversimplified, of course, and never quite

applying to all of our 19th century heritage in missions, but in the

aggregate coming close to a fair picture of the century as a whole.

Sl'frVf

MSive,
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1. First, it was predominantly a Protestant century.

2. It was a century of astounding geographical and numerical

expansion .

3. It was the "heroic age " of missions, the age of the pioneers.

4. Its missionary motive was evangelistic . Its theology was simple

and direct but this does not mean fundamentalist. Do not

confuse it with 20th c. fundamentalism. Its missionary

motivation sprang from the great awakening revivals and from

the Bible. It was 19th c. evangelicalism, not fundamentalism.

5. Its spirit was cooperative . In other words, its evangelistic

urgency led it to recognize the need for ecumenical

cooperation.

6. Its characteristic structure for mission was the voluntary

society, evolving only later into church missionary societies

7. It was inevitably associated with expending western colonialism

but its criticisms of colonial ization were articulate and

explicit. And,

8. Its goal was the planting of churches .

Now let me speak of a few of these points in more detail.

1. It was predominantly a Protestant century . I do not intend

to minimize the heroism and successes of 19th c. Catholic missions. [I

can recommend as the best overall histcry cf Catholic missions a work,

edited by Msgr. S. Delacroix, Histoire Uni versa! le des Missions

Cathol igues

,

in four volumes, Paris, 1956] But you must remember that
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the Protestants were already forty years into their "great century"

before Rome, in 1832 even began to recover from its dizzying 18th c.

missionary decline. (See J. Schmidlin, tr. & ed. by K. Braun, Cathol 1c

Mission History
, Techny IL, Mission Press, 1933, ch. IV).

But in one short century, after two and a half centuries of

neglect, Protestant Christendom not only caught up with, but in most

areas passed their Catholic predecessors in world mission. By the end

of the 19th century Protestants had as many missionaries spread cur

across the world (in 1911, 21,307 Protestant missionaries compared to

7,933 European priest and perhaps 13,000 sisters--(a figure of 21,320

sisters giver does not distinguish European from "native"), and almost

as many converts as the Catholics (6,837^000 Protestants end 7,441,000

Catholics ( as listed in Dennis, Fahs & Beach, World Atlas of Christian

Missions ,
N.Y., SVM, 1911, pp. 83, 127 f.). And the Catholics had had a

250 year head start!

2. _Tt was a_ century of astounding geographical and numerical

expansion . When William Carey looked at his leather globe in 1792 and

gathered statistics for his book, An Enquiry .., as near as he could

determine the world had a population of 731,000,000. A hundred years

later, at the end of the 19th c., world population had doubled to more

than 1 ,500,000,000 (D. L. Leonard , Missionary Annals of the 19th Century ,

Cleveland: F.M. Marton, 1899, p. 258).

Carey was distressed with what he found out about the propor-

tion of non-Christians in his world. Out of a total world population of

731.000.

000, less than a quarter, he estimated were Christian,

174.000.

000 (ICO m. R.C.; 44 m. Prot.; 30 m. Orthodox). But a hundred

years later, at the end of the "great century", whereas world population

had only doubled , the number of Christians in the world had nearly

tripled , from 174 m. to 459 m. (2.64 times the number in 1792). (See

D.B. Barrett, "A.D. 2000.." in Int. Rev. of Missions, Jan. 1970).

But Carey was concerned with more than numeri cal growth back

there in 1792. He lamented the unfairness of the distribution of the

Christian faith in his day. Much as today we speak of the selfish

concentration of wealth and food ana energy in the developed nations.

Carey's Christian conscience considered the concentration of the imper-

* stable treasure of the knowledge of Goc in Jesus Christ in that small
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sector of the west called Christendom to be even more profoundly unjust.

Asia was reckoned to be "wholly heathen". (Report of the Ecumenical

Conf
. , N.Y., 1900, p. 401 ) . Africa, lamented an observer, was known

only as a coastline, and to the shame of the church, "the principal link

between Christendom and the Dark Continent [was not Christian nisricns

but] the slave trade." (ibid.) South America, nominally Catholicized

could scarcely yet be called Christian.

That was 1792— a world still ur, reached. But before the

century was over, Christians were triumphantly speaking of "The Evangel-

ization of the World in Our Generation", and responding to the mission-

ary call in such numbers that it actually seemed possible that the whole

world could soon be evangelized. The Student Volunteer Movement, begun

in 1886, as an outgrowth, in fact, of the Princeton Foreign Missionary

Society, sent out two men, Wilder of Princeton and Forman of Union to

recruit missionaries and in their first winter of work on college

campuses they won 2,000 eager volunteers, and sent their names in to a

shocked and unprepared Board of Foreign Missions. (T.C. Wallstrom, The

Creation of a Student Movement to Evangelize the World , Pasadena: Wm.

Carev, 1980, p. 48 f.) ,, ,
. . ,

ttiuck ’'CiA. vein

By the year 1900 Asia and Africa, still practically unreached
\

in 1800, could count %t> million Christians, not much of a percentage in

terms of population but a growth beyond all expectations. The pessimism

of the 1800s gave way to boundless optimism. As the 20th century began,

missionary rhetoric spoke of "a new Crusade, not o^ war, but of peace...

The pacific victories of the gospel will unite mankind in the bonds of

brotherhood.. The night of ages is giving way... A brighter dev is

bursting on the world." (W.H. Withrow, Peligious Progress in the 19t'n

C., Toronto & Phila.: Linscott, 1902. p. 462).

The prose is purple, but it catches the spirit of the ace, and

leads on to my third point

3. It was the heroic aqe of missions, the aoe of the pio-

neers .

There is a passage from Pearl Buck that describes it. She is describing

her father, a missionary to China:

"The early missionaries were born, warriors and very great men" she

wrote, "for in those days religion was still a banner under which



to fight. No weak cr timid soul could sail to foreign lends and

dot)' death and danger unless he did carry religion as his banner

under which even death would be a glorious end. To go forth, to

cry out, to warn, to save ethers, these were frightful urgencies

upon the soul already saved. There was a very madness cf necessity,

an agony of salvation." (Fighting Angel )

In those days missionaries were heroes and heroines. Not

today, as I noted above. The age of heroism is past--which is a shame

in a way, but much healthier for the missionary. Too much of the

missionary literature of the 19th century was hagiography, unduly

glorifying the missionary, particularly the foreign missionary.

But there actually were heroes and heroines in those days.
uVdifcn

Samuel Mills and Adoniram, and the first American missionaries sent
a

abroad in 1812. Mills went to Africa and died trying to find a refuge

there for freed sieves. Judson went to Asia, to Burma, sailing as a

Congregational ist, but landing as a Baptist. He had changed his mind

about baptism on the sea voyage. Too much water around him, said his

Congregational friends. But he had net changed his mind about his

mission. Sick, imprisoned, tortured by loneliness and opposition and

the death of his dear wife, he could still say, "The future is as bright

as the promises of God." JJHi s wife Ann, thcuch, perhaps displayed the

greater heroism. Her complete isolation in a frighteningly alien land

was devastating. She was the only woman who spoke English in a country

of eight million. Her first letter from home reached her 2 { years after

she had left America.

Her ordeal, when her husband was thrown into

prison is ere of the finest examples of courage and loyalty in

missionary history. Read Ann of Ava by Ethel Daniels Hubbard for

most moving of missionary biographic. It tells

first American Protestant woman in world mission, the first

of a long line of women who made missions what Pierce Beaver has called

"the first Feminist movement in North America." Eefore the 19th century

was over there were more women than men in foreign missions. (R. P.

Beaver, American Protestant Women in World Mission ,
Grand Rapids:

Eerdmans, 1SG8).



Ip many ways the most remarkable missionary of the whole

century was a woman, Mary Slessor of Calabar. "The white African

queen", the tribes-pecple called her. She came to live like an African,

and a poor African at that. She had an African mind, her biographer

wrote,— an African mind laced with stubborn Scottish, Calvinistic common

sense, and the Africans loved her because she loved them.

But you know about these missionary heroes and heroines--or at

least your fathers end mothers did. Henry Martyn of Persia, and his

dying words, "Let me burn out for God". Robert Morrison, the Protestant

pioneer in China, in 1807. The ship's captain said, "Do you really

think you can make any impression on the great Chinese Empire?". And

Morrison replied, "No, but God will." And Livingstone, and Hudson

Taylor, and Chkalmers of New Guinea. Perhpas at times the heroism is

over-glamourized, but the sacrifices and martyrdoms of the pioneers is

not exaggerated even by the most romantic biographers. Between 1804 and

1824, of the 79 men and women sent to Sierra Leone on the west coast of

Africa by the Church Missionary Society, 53 died within a few months.

That is almost a 70% fatality rate (J. Beeching, op. cit., p. 140). The

mission field 150 years ago was no place for the faint-hearted. It was

still no place for the faint-hearted in 1890, tward the end of the

century when mv father went to Korea. A mob stormed out of the back

streets of the city of Pyengyang, the old northern capital, when he

tried to enter with the gospel, and stoned him inside the East Gate, as

the Koreans never tire of telling me. But he stayed to see the first

explosions of church growth race through that closed land. As late as

1901 James Chalmers of New Guinea was killed and eaten by cannibals in

the South Pacific. It really was an ace fcr heroes and heroines.

But what about the bad side of missions in the "great

century", the side that makes "19th century missionary" recall images of

intolerance and paternalism and colonialism. Wasn't its evangelism

narrow and judgemtal? Yes, sometimes. There is a narrowness about a

missionary doctor who went to Korea, saying, "Our only aim is to save

men's souls". A doctor! But don't exaggerate the narrowness any more

than the heroism. When that same doctor died a year and a half after he



reached Korea, one of the Koreans at his grave said, ''Dr. hall never

spoke our language. He wasn't here long enough to learn it. Out he

loved some of us into the kirgdom of heaven." And that is r.ot a picture

of a narrow-mi/nded, intolerant missionary.

But weren't those missionary heroes condescending

paternalists? Yes, more often that I like to remember. A Korean once

said to me, "You Americans can't help being arrogant. You're just born

that way", and I am afraid that is partly true. May the good Lord

forgive and work around us.

Weren't they racist? Well, yes. Racism is like sin. We

don't always recognize it even in ourselves; and it can be most

dangerous when it is unrecognized by us. But when it shows, and becomes

visible, it is altogether evil. However, when I read the letters of

those 19th century missionaries, as opposed to what their enemies said

about them, I can't really call them narrow, and intolerant and racist.

Remember Livingstone. He had a hard side, --we Moffetts have

never quite forgiven him for the way he treated his wife, Mary Moffatt.

But how he loved the African. Remember how, when he died, he said, "Do

what you want with my body, but keep my heart here and bury it with my

only real friends, the Africans. "Ever, today", runs one recent analysis

of Livingstone's accompl ishments ,"many who busy themselves with the

economic development of the third world have scarcely caught up with

[David Livingstone's] insights, particularly his knack of treating those

brought up in a different culture as essentially his equals." [Beeching,

p. 237]

The most persistent criticism though, of 19th century missions
Cotav- \ j j"i .

is that they were Read Paul Varg, Missionaries , Chinese and

Diplomats (Princeton U. , 1958), or liberation theology, or almost any

publication from a third world regional church council, and you will

rarely miss a reference to missions and colonialism.

Orlando Costas takes Puerto Rico as a case in point, which I

choose because it speaks of American imperialism, and most of us

Americans would rather talk about Spanish, or French or British

imperialism. "The USA," he writes, "turned the islerd [Puerto Rico]

into a sugar col cry." and the first Protestant missionaries came to



Puerto Rico with the American military forces in 1898. "Had it not been

for the missions., the majority of the islanders would have starved..

They distributed clothes, food and medicine. They became the dhief

relief agencies in the island. Yet for all the good they did [and this

is the important point]--for all the good they did, ..the fact [is] that

they also became the ideological tools of the colonial power."

I began to bristle as I read that, but then I began to think

that it is probably just as well not to get too defensive about such

criticisms, whether as Americans, or Christians or missionaries. It is

not too hard to think of adequate answers to statements like that. The

usual defense of missions on this issue takes three lines of argument.

First, we defend the missionaries by listing the immense

amount of social, economic and political good the missionaries

accomplished. As Costas mentioned, they saved the islanders from

starvation. But that is beside the point. Everyone knows, even the

critics, the great debt Africa owes to 19th century missions. Every

African knows that it is to missionareis that they owe today's African

educational system. Asia knows, even the critics, that it was the

missions that brought modern medicine to Asia, and the movement for the

emancipation of women. But the connection with western colonial

expansion remains and is remembered. It ils probably the greatest

single obstacle in the 20th century to the progress of the gospel.

A second line of defense against these criticisms of 19th

century missions emphasizes that from the beginning the aim of the

missions was to produce independent, national churches. A good case can

be made that for every incident of missions used as a tool by the

colonial powers, three or four times as many examples can be found when

the missionaries lined up Gn the side of the angels to help the

oppressed against exploitation by the expanding west. After all, when

anti-imperialist, communist China looked for a slogan to separate

China's Protestant from the hated colonial west, they picked up a slogan

from 19th century missions: "The Three-Self Movement". Our goal, the

missions had said is a "self-supporting, self-governing and

self-propagating" national church, not a missionary's church.

Still a third like of defense w£s to quote missionary

statesmen of the 19th century, almost all of whom in ore way or another



condemned colonialism, like Gustav Warneck the great "guru" of German

missions who growled that the Christian mission is never to be used as

"a milk cow in the service of the fatherland", (cited, Hans-Werner

Genischen in Int'l Bulletin of Missionary Research, Apr. 1982, p. 52) Or

like John R. Mott who wrote, "The greatest obstacle tc the world-wide

spread of the Christian religion is the unchristian impact of our

western civilization". (The Present World Situation ,
NY, 1914, p. 120)

But though I can argue perfectly well against the unfair

caricature of 19th century missions as ineradicably colonialist, I

really think it is better for us to be willing to confess our faults and

mistakes than to praise our righteousness. Our consciences will only be

clear when our brothers and sisters of the third world, the victims of

19th and 20th century colonialism, can begin to see by what we do and by

what we have done that there is a difference between the expansion of

the faith and the expansion of empire. Until then, it were better if

the advocates of missions ask more for forgiveness that for expressions

of thanks.

Let me end this brief review of a great century with the World

Missionary Conference of Edinburgh in 1910, and with John R. Mott in

1912 turning down Woodrow Wilson's plea that he accept the United States

ambassadorship to China, not because he thought such a post was

unimportant but because he felt that his call to global Christian

service was more important. (C.H. Hopkins, John R. Mott , Geneva, 1979,

p. 389 f.)

Remember how the century had begun? With a Spanish king, near

the end of the 18th c., taking his missionary priests out of Latin

America to clear his colonies of "Indian-lcvers". For all its faults,

the 19th century in missions ended on a better note, with Mott the great

organizer and evangelist for missions putting the claims of the kingdom

of God above the claims of his own country though he loved it very much.

It was a great century, with great men and women, with great

mistakes but a greater Lord and a great mission. It closed with that

same John R. Mctt, speaking to a packed house of 1200 delegates,

including my father, at the World Missionary Conference, Edinburgh,

1910, c.rd saying: "It is a startling and solemnizing fact that the Great

Command of Jesus Christ to carry the Gospel to all mankind is still sg



largely unfulfil led. . .The time is at hand.. when the Christian church

should bestir itself as never before.. to enter the unoccupied fielos of

the world..with united planning and concerted effort." (Ibid., p. 353

f.)

That is a good place to leave 19th century missions, and to

begin another century.

Samuel Hugh Moffett

Princeton, N.J

1983
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S. Moffett

ANOTHER LOOK AT I9TH CENTURY MISSIONS
Heb. 13:8; Rev. 3:8

In some circles the most devastating criticism one can

make of a missionary is to say, "He, or she, is still a 19th

century missionary." It conjures up all the old caricatures and

stereotypes of the missionary—the bad days of colonialism and

cultural aggression and the white man's burden, long-nosed

foreigners forcing hot, tight clothes on the noble, unclothed

limbs of proud, free islanders. That's the Margaret Mead or

James Michener stereotype, and it's wrong.

Remember Michner's novels about Hawaii and the South

Pacific, about bigoted Connecticut Yankees forcing clothes on the

natives. I'm sure that some missionaries did just that, Idut just

Honolulu Missions Library, reading old missionary letters. Mrs.

Richardson was on the second boatload of missionary pioneers to

what was then called the Sandwich Islands, Hawaii. This is how

she described the arrival. They saw a swarm of canoes put out

from shore to greet the ship. They carried the chiefs, and some

of the chiefs' wives. Mrs. Richardson noticed that they weren't

wearing much in the way of clothes, but she didn't make a fuss

over it. It seemed to be the custom. But when the women came

aboard they clustered around the missionary women, admiring their

dresses, and fingering the cloth. They were so fascinated, that

the missionary women decided that since they had come to make

friends with the islander, it might be nice for to dig down in

their trunks and find a frock for each to give as a present. And

the women, she wrote, were simply ecstatic. But she added,

"Perhaps we made a mistake. For the next two years all the women

wanted us to do was to sew frocks for them. And we only had one

sewing machine. And besides, that is not why we came?" ^ ' »
L k

and perhaps salvage something of the reputation of those 19th

century pioneers. What makes us think, when we criticize them,

how wrong the streotype is
;
my wifeFe, Eileen discovered in the

-tt

i

So let me now try to separate history from caricature,

A
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that we are doing any better in our 20th century missions than

our forebears, 100 and more years age were doing in their 19th

century? Our mainline denominations' church membership is

declining even faster than the number of our missionaries. I

think there is a connection. The loss of a global missionary

vision for the world seems soon to result in a declining church

at home. urn b v**M. y> Ia/im CAtf^y

It was old-fashioned, 19th century missions, for

example, that sent the number of Presbyterians in Korea exploding

right out of the 19th c. and on into the 20th. Today according

to some estimates there are more Presbyterians in Korea than in

America. Even more startling is the fact that Korean

Presbyterian churches are the fastest growing segment of our own

PCUSA . Did you know that if you draw a circle around Princeton,

NJ , with a radius of 70 miles, you will find in that circle at

least 500 Korean-American churches. If we could just keep them

all in our denomination we would not need to worry any more about

losing 40,000 members every year!

Those much-criticized 19th century missionaries of the

past must have been doing something right. Isn't it just

possible that the church in the 20th century might have something

to learn from the missions of the 19th?

Let me make three observations about 19th century

missions that deserve our study.

1. It was an age of astounding expansion.
2. It- was- the heroic age of missions.
JU Its theology was simple and direct. /

34. Its motive was evangelistic, and its goal was to plant
V churches.

1. It was a century of astounding geographical

andnumerical expansion. When William Carey looked at his leather

globe in 1792, as near as he could determind the world had a

population of 731 million. A hundred years later, world
population had doubled to more than 1,500,000,000. (D. L.

Leonare, 1899, p. 258)

.

But Wm Carey was distressed about the

proportional distribution of non-Christians in his world. Less

than a quarter were Christian (174 m. out of 731 m.). 100 yrs WW
i Ha , J u c&aJ'vw- VrW*> wr&l W tJ, vt* ^
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today, a Presbyterian theology which gains three or four times

more members every year than Presbyterians in America lose every

year. In fact it is not just Presbyterian; it is the theology of

the vast majority of the churches of the third world, and who are

we to call them ridiculous? They're the ones who are growing,

not we

.

I must also admit confess that that was the theology

which sent me to China, and one of my brothers to inner city

America, and another to India, and still another into medical

missions not all that long ago. No, I do not ridicule it.

This is how it happened to me. One day in Princeton's

Miller Chapel, the chairman of the Board, Robert E. Speer, was

speaking. At one point he stopped, took out his watch, and said

to us (we were all men at the seminary then) , "Young men, this

watch could tick for nine and a half years without numbering the

unbelievers in China alone". I could' t get the picture out of my

mind.

That theology of the lostness of unbelief, and of

salvation in Jesus Christ alone still sends more missionaries

around the globe than any other theology of missions. Most

people do not seem to realize that the number of foreign

missionaries sent out from North America every year is not

declining, but has been growing- -except , alas, in our mainline

churches. It is a missionary theology.

II. But you know as well as I that there came a day of the

shaking of the foundations. The old urgencies were denied, or at

least ignored. No one seemed sure of anything eternal any more.

So the challenge changed. The 1928 Jerusalem Conference of the

International Missionary Council said (if you will excuse their

language) "Our fathers were impressed with horror that men should

die without Christ; we are equally impressed with horror that

they should live without Christ".

It was a shift of balance, really, more than a denial-

-

a strategic withdrawal, they thought, to what was considered
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devastatingly point out that the "paradise-here-and-now" activism

of yesterday' s failed revolutions has given us more hell on earth

than hope of heaven.

HI. So where do we begin mission in this kind of a world,

and in our kind of a discouraged church? Where can we find a

compelling motive to unite and renew the whole church in

Christian mission? For those who will listen there is still a

way. Jesus is still saying, "I am the Way..."

It might help if both the unfairly caricatured

evangelists, and the well-intentioned but much criticized

builders of the kingdom, would first take one step backward for a

better start on their way to mission, and then together take

another step forward toward a deeper, more Biblical theology of

missions, a Christ-centered theology. Christ defines our

mission, and as our Book of Order directs, "The Church is called

upon to present the claims of Christ", the Christ who said, "I am

the only way". Anything less is no longer Christian. The

evangelist is not the way; neither is the activist. In the Bible

the evangelist can no more save souls than the social gospeller

can build the Kingdom of God. Souls are saved by the Holy

Spirit, and only God can build his Kingdom. And Jesus Christ is

the only way."

But both the evangelist and the activist are so right

in so much of what they are doing. The evangelist proclaims the

good news, the gospel; the activist wants to serve and improve

the world. We need them both. And in all fairness to our

forefathers and mothers, the pioneer missionaries welcomed both.

They didn't polarize the evangelistic and social gospel nearly as

sharply as we do today. While they preached, they opened schools

and hospitals; they laid foundations for the liberation of women

and the oppressed; and the churches they planted changed the

lives of whole nations. Moreover, the evangelist and the

reformer are actually not all that much different in their basic

At their best, both honestly believe that theirmotivation

.
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motive is love, Christian love.

But love has lost much of its Biblical meaning in

today's post-Christian world. America's modern culture-captive

theologies use the word "love" in such a warm, loose, fuzzy way

that I am beginning to question just how far we can use that word

any more to describe our motivating base in Christian mission.

Some, even in the church, confuse it with erotic love, or

trivialize it with sugary sentiment.

I am thrown back, therefore, to a yet more primal level

of motivation for mission: not love, but obedience. I must

quickly add, obedience in love . C.S. Lewis once observed in his

pithy way, " [We] do not fail in obedience through lack of love,

but have lost love because [we] have never attempted obedience.

Lewis was right. Love and obedience belong together.

Of course love is fundamental, love as the New

Testament describes it. It is still "the first and greatest

commandment". But was love the motive in the original mission of

the church ?

It was love that started the mission. Yes. "For God so

loved the world that He gave his only Son, that everyone who

believes in him might not perish but have everlasting life."

(NRSV) . But that was the love of God the Father. The missionary

was God the Son.

But surely, the Son came on his mission with no less

love than that of the Father who sent him. Yes. of course.

However, it is interesting to note that the Bible does not say

so. The life of Jesus on this earth was filled with love. His

was a compassion that knew no bounds. He loved the publicans and

sinners, Jews and Gentiles, unbelievers as well as those who

believed. That is all true. But where are we told that he came

into the world because he loved it? Insofar as the Bible

distinguishes between the Son and the Father (a dangerous

1 Quoted by Chad Walsh in C.S. Lewis, the Visionary
Christian , (NY: Macmillan, 1981), 83 f.
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firmer theological ground. Millions upon millions are living in

misery and in filth. No one can deny that. No one has ever

given them a chance. No one has ever helped them to the life

abundant that Jesus came to give them. This was a challenge to a

future in history- -a future without hunger and without hate,

without sickness and without tears where all men are brothers,

and all women are sisters, where justice rolls down like the

waters, and the nations shall study war no more.

This is the second theology of missions , more modern,

more practical, more "works" centered than "grace" centered- -a

theology of the Kingdom . In its most popular form it is a

theology of liberation. It has its weaknesses. Sometimes it

seems to want the kingdom without the King. But I do not intend

to ridicule this view either. It has never seemed ridiculous to

me to feed the hungry and to heal the sick and to work for peace

and justice. Jesus who said, "I am the way.." also said "I am

the life "

.

But again, you know as well as I how the paralysis of

doubt struck once more. The foundations shook, and the roof fell

in. Wars, holocausts, depressions, brutalities, corruptions,

AIDS, drugs and failed revolutions- -all this in a disheartening

crescendo of defeat. Worst of all, much of this was happening

right here in our "Christian" west, in what too many had believed

was the Kingdom, western civilization. That kind of a Kingdom

somehow refused to stay built no matter how hard the liberators

tried, and the builders began to lose hope. Have we lost the

Way?

Those have been the two familiar descriptions of the

missionary: on the one hand, the saver of souls, the evangelist,

and on the other, the builder of the Kingdom, the social

activist. The problem of missions today is that neither the

evangelist nor the activist has proved to be able by himself or

herself to carry the whole church together into mission. Critics

of the left still caricature the evangelical promise as "pie in

the sky by-and-by", and critics from the right even more
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Introduction: The Caricature

In some circles, the most devastating criticism one can

make of a missionary is to say, "He, or she, is still a 19th

century missionary. The phrase calls to mind all the old

caricatures and steriotypes about Christian missions the bad day

hs of colonialism and cultural aggression and the white man's

burden, long-nosed foreigners forcing hot, tight clothes on the

noble unclothed limbs of proud, free natives. That's the Margaret

Mead or James Michener stereotype, and it's wrong.

Remember Michener' s novel about Hawaii and the South

Pacific, about bigoted Connecticut Yankees forcing clothes on the

islanders. I am sure that some missionaries may well have done

just that, but just how wrong that picture is, my wife, Eileen,

discovered in the Honolulu Missions Library reading the original

letters of the old missionary pioneers.

Mrs. Richardson was on the second boatload of

missionaries to what was then called the Sandwich Islands, Hawaii.

This is how she descibed the arrival . They saw a swarm of canoes

put out from shore to greet the ship. They carried the chiefs and

some of the chif's wives. Mrs. Richards noted that the women

weren't wearing much in the way of clothes but she didn t make a

fuss about it. But when the women came on board they clustered

around the missionary women, admiring their dresses, fingering the

cloth. They were so fascinated that the missionary women decided

that since they had come to make friends with the islanders, it

might be nice to dig down in their trunks and find a frock for each

as a present. And the women, she wrote, were simply ecstatic. But

she added, "Perhaps we made a mistake. For the next two years all

the women wanted us to do was to sew frocks for them. And we only

had one sewing machine. And besides, that is not why we came.

So let me now try to separate caricature from history and

perhaps salvage some of the damaged reputation of those much

maligned 19th century pioneers.
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I . It was predominantly a Protestant Century

The "great century" began in 1792 1 with William Carey, a

very protestant Protestant. And in just that one century, after

two and a half centuries of neglect by the Protestant side

Christendom, they not only caught up with, but in most areas passed

their Catholic predecessors in world mission. By about the end of

the 19th century Protestants had as many missionaries spread out

around the world as the Catholics and almost as many converts. By

1911 there were 21,300 Protestant missionaries compared to 7,933

European priests and perhaps 13,000 Sisters; and they reported

6,837,000 Protestant church members, and 7,441,000 Catholics.

(Dennis, Fahs & Beach, World Atlas of Christian Missions , 1911, pp

.

83, 127f . ) . And Catholics had a 250 year head start.

How did William Carey start all that in 1792. He was

only 31 years old, a part-time shoemaker, part-time school teacher,

and week-end Baptist preacher who had flunked his ordination exams,

(and Baptist exams are not all that hard) . (W. B. Davis, Wm. Carey ,

(Moody, 1963),14f.) His wife was illiterate. She had signed the

marriage license with an X. How could a simple man like that

become "the father of modern missions"?

Well, first he set himself to learn Latin, Greek, Hebrew,

French and Dutch. And while doing so he read the Bible, the

Voyages of Captain Cook, and the Journal of David Brainerd, a

missionary to the Indians in darkest New Jersy. That so fired his

imagination that he stitched a leather globe of the world next to

his cobbler's bench, and put an open Bible in front of it. That

was his missionary call--no vision, no voices--just a missionary

example, a globe of the world, and an open Bible.

That was the powerful combination that inspired him to

write a little book with long name-

-

An Enquiry into the Obligtions

1 But Protestnt missions did not begin in 1792 as some
Protestants seem to think, Carey's forerunners were the Dutch in
Indonesia in the early 1600s, and the Moravians in India in 1708.
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of Christians to Use Means for the Conversion of the Heathen . It

was his answer to Lutherans like Ursinus who had said, "Why a

mission to heathen "savages who have nothing human about them but

the shape of their bodies"? Or to his own hyper-CAlvinistic

Particular Baptists. When he proposed a debate on the subject of

missions to his fellow preachers, one older minister rebuked him,

"Young man. . . sit down. When God pleases to convert the heathen,

He'll do it without consulting you or me."

But Carey did not sit down. He stood up and preached,

and then he organized a missionary society, and then he went

himself as a missionary to India. All this he did in the space of

one year, May 1792 to April 1793. The book, the sermon, the

Society, and the sailing- -all four are important.

The book marshalled together the facts, the statistics

and the reason for mission. He told Christians that although Jesus

had commanded his Church to take the gospel to all the world, and

disciple all nations, in fact less than one-fourth of the people of

the world had been reached, and that almost all of those who had

been reached were bottled up on one continent (Europe) , doing very

little to reach the other continents, Asia, Africa and- -except for

the Catholics- -Latin America.

The sermon was one of the most important sermons ever

preached. Not bad for a man who had flunked his ordination exams.

It gave the "rousements " - - the emotional and spiritual motivation

for mission on a Biblical base (Isaiah 54:2) . It had just two

points, one on faith, and one on works- -an indispensable foundation

for any Christian mission. The first point was "Expect great

things from God" . The second was "Attempt great things for God"

.

But it was the organizing of a missionary society four

months later that put the muscle, the necessary structural fiber

int the mission- -and is generally considered to be the birth of the

modern missionary movement. But all of this was still on paper.

Only when, in the spring of the next year, Carey actually sailed

himself as a missionary instead of remaining to be the president of

the society, did it all come to life. He didn't even wait to begin
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his work. All the way, on board ship, he studied the Bengali

language and began to translate Genesis into Bengal. (Read J. C.

Marshman, The Life and Times of Carey, Marshman and Ward , London:

1859) . It was a great beginning of the "great century" of

Protestant missions, the 19th century. But not the beginning of

Protestant missions, which would take another lecture.

II. It was a century of astounding Christian expansion

When William Cary looked at his leather globe in 1792 and

gathered statistics for his book, a near as he could determine the

world had population of 730,000,000 people. A hundred years later,

1800, world population had doubled to more than 1,500,000,000. (D.

L. Leonard, Missionary Annals of the 19th Century , (Cleveland, 1899,

p. 258)

.

But it was not so much the numbers that distressed him,

it was what he found out about the proportion of non-Christians to

Christians in the world: 3 to 1 . He would have been gratified, I

am sure, had he known a hundred years later at the end of the

"great century", whereas world population had only doubled, the

number of Christians had nearly tripled, from 174m. to 459m. (2.7

times the number in 1792. (D. R. Barrett, "A.D. 2000. .in Int . Rev.

of Mission, Jan. 1970) .

But Carey was concerned with more than numerical growth,

back there in 1792. He lamented the unfairness of the distribution

of the Christian faith in his day. Much as today we speak of the

selfish concentration of wealth and food and energy in the

developed nations, Carey's Christian conscience considered the

concentration of the imperishable treasure of the knowledge of God

in Jesus Christ hoaded in the that small sector of the west called

Christendom to be even more profoundly unjust. He reckoned that

Asia, for example, was "wholly heathen". ( Report of the Ecumenical

Conference, New York 1900 , p. 401) .

But by the end of the century, the Christian faith was no

longer bottled up in the West; it had gone global. And in a way,

the pioneers were no longer leading the way. Particularly in
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America it was college students, sparked by a great evangelist,

Dwight L. Moody, who had formed a Student Volunteer Movement, who

were standing in long lines, pushing the churches to get them to

the mission fields. They were the new generation, and their motto

was "The evangelization of the world in our generation." They

didn't quite make it. But in the next forty years as the Student

Volunteer Movement reached its height, it had recruited about

25,000 missionaries, and the church had grown more in less than a

century and a half since Carey than it had in all the preceding 18

centuries. (Hogg, Concise Diet. of Christian World Mission ;

Latourette. Expansion , 6:442). But their models were still the

pioneers

.

III. It was the heroic age of missions, the age of the pioneers .

There is a passage from Pearl Buck that comes to mind.

She was no friend of missions, but could not conceal her admiration

for her father, a missionary to China:

"The early missionaries were born warriors and very great men"
she wrote, "for in those days religion was still a banner
under which to fight. No weak or timid soul could sail to
foreign lands and defy death and danger unless he did carry
religion as his banner under which even death would be a
glorious end. To go forth, to cry out, to warn, to save
others, these were frightful urgencies upon the soul already
saved. There was a very madness of necessity, an agony of
salvation." (Pearl Buck, Fighting Angel )

.

In those 19th century days the missionary was a hero.

Today some have made him into an anti-hero, for the age of heroism

is past- -which is a shame in a way, but much healthier for the

missionary. Too much missionary literature of the 19th century

made too much of the missionary, particularly the foreign

missionary. (What was the criticism that I used to hear-- "It's the

foreign missionaries who have the halos and the furloughs, the home

missionaries are forgotten").

Yet there actually were heroes and heroines in those

days. You already know all about them- -or at least your fathers

and mothers did. Henry Martyn of Persia, and his dying words, "Let

me burn out for God" . Robert Morrison, the Protestant pioneer in
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China, in 1807. The ship's captain tried to discourage him. He

siad, "Do you really think you can make any impression on the great

Chinese Empire?", and Morrison's reply, "No, but God will." And

Livingstone, and Hudson Taylor, and Cchkalmers of New Guinea who

was killed and eaten by cannibals.

Perhaps at times the heroism is over-glamourized bujt the

hardships and sacrifices and martyrdoms is not exaggerated even by

the most romantic biographers. And the greater heroism, probably,

was that of the women, who by 1900 already outnumbered the men as

foreign missionaries. Spunky, red-haired Mary Slessor of Calibar,

in what is now southern Nigeria. She wanted to go to Africa, and

they laughed at her. "The church doesn't send out girls as

missionaries." She went anyway. On the field she wanted to go

inland. "Too dangerous," they said. She went anyway. As one of

her biographers put it, she simply moved ahead in her own

determined way "dragging a great church behind her." She came

determined to live like an African, and a poor African at that, but

the Africans called her "the white queen"; and she spoke African,

and they listened, and they loved her because she loved them.

(C. Christian and M. Plummer, God and One Red-Head: Mary—Slessor,

1979, pp. 144 f ; and J. Buchan, The Expendable Mary Slessor , 1981.

pp . 26 ,
196 ) .

There is no time for the remaining 5 characteristics of

19th c. mission on the outline: 4 . Its missionary motive was

evangelistic; 5 . Its theology was Biblical, direct and clear. 6 .

Its characteristic structure for mission was the voluntary society

as in Hudson Taylor's great China Inland Mission- -only evolving in

part into the denominational missions of today's mainline churches.

7 . It was inevitably associated with western colonialism; and 8 .

Its goal was the planting of indigenous, independent churches- -not

western culture or even western missions.

But I want to close this session with a look at #7,

western colonialism. What about the bad side of missions? I ve

been concentrating on the positive. But, as a Reformed theolgian

once said, "There is no theology without a demonology" . And a
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Biblical theology would agree. There is always Satan- -not only in

Judas, but even in Peter.

Weren't those 19th century missionaries narrow and

intolerant. Yes, sometimes. More often than I like to remember.

There is a narrowness in a missinary doctor who goes to Korea

saying, "Our only aim is to save men's souls. not come to Korea

not to heal men, but to save their souls." Had he forgotten that

one of the Great Commission's commands is "Go... make disciples and

heal"? But was he really as narrow as his words made him sound.

When that same doctor died a year and half after he reached Korea,

one one of the Koreans said, " Dr. Hall never spoke our language.

He wasn't here long enough to learn it. But he loved some of us

into the kingdom of God" . And that is not a memory of a narrow,

intolerant missionary.

But weren't those missionary heroes "condescending

paternalists? Weren't they racist? Well yes. More times than I

like to remember. But remember Livingstone's letters, how he wrote,

"I want my heart buried in Africa, with my only real friends, the

Africans. (Jack Beeching, An Open Path: Christian Missions 1555-

1914, London, 1979, p. 237 and passim)

.

The most persistent criticism, though is that they were

colonialists. Read Paul Varg, Missionaries, Chinese and Diplomats ,

(Princeton U. Press, 1979) , or what many liberation theologians

write about missions. And even Michener's Hawaii . We need to be

reminded that there is a bad side. But read also the original

letters which criticize the colonialists, and lined up on the side

of the angels to help the oppressed and condemn injustice.

But it is just as well not to be too defensive. It is

better to confess our faults than to praise our righteousness. Our

consciences will be clear only when our brothers and sisters in the

third world, the victims of 19th and 20th century colonialism, can

begin to see that there is a difference between the spread of the

gospel and the expansion of empire. Until then, it would be better

for the advocates of mission to ask more for forgiveness than for

thanks

.
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INTRODUCTION

The great religions of the world were all born in Asia.

Why is it that Christianity, which is larger and more universal

than any one of them, spread more slowly in the land of its birth

than on any other continent on earth?

Buddha was born in Asia, and most of the world's Buddhists
live in Asia.

Confucius was born in Asia and most of the world's
Confucianists live in Asia.

Hinduism was born in Asia, and most of the world's Hindus live
in Asia.

Muhammad was born in Asia, and most of the world's Muslims
live in Asia.

Abraham was born in Asia, and the only Jewish nation in the
world is in Asia.

Jesus Christ was born in Asia. But statistically at least,
Asia is the least Christian continent in the world.

A table rating the proportion of professing Christians in the

population of each major continent in 1900 and 2000 A . D . would be,

roughly

:

1900 2000 Chanqe
North America 96 .6% 84 . 5% - 11.0%
Europe 94.5% 76 . 5% - 18.0%
Latin America 92 . 5% 92.7% + 0.2%

Oceania 77.5% 82 . 6% + 5.1%
Africa 9.2% 45 . 6% + 36.4%
Asia 2 .3% 8 . 5% + 6 . 2 %

1

Asia in 1900 and still today in 2000, if measured by the number of

Christian adherents, has been at the bottom of the listing since

the fall of Constantinople in the 15th century. Why?

1 See David Barrett, World Christian Encyclopedia . 2nd ed.
(Oxford Press, 2000), 13. The fractions are here adjusted to the
nearest full percentage digit. Asia, adjusted to 9% Christian, is
more accurately 8.5%. And the shifting boundaries of Russia
confuse statistical comparisons of Asia and Europe in 1900 and
2000 .
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A second question, often asked, is just as important.

Why should Christianity be expected to have any more than 9% of

Asia's population? Doesn't the continent already have enough great

religions of its own? Are not its traditional majority religions

best for Asia, and Christianity perhaps better for somewhere else?

If the four hundred years of history in Asia which are

the subject of this volume are any criterion for judgment, an

answer to these questions will not be easy. Fifty or so years ago

at Yale, the story floated around the divinity school quadrangle

that the professor of homiletics one day met the professor of

church history, Roland Bainton, coming out of chapel. He said,

"Roley, how can you know so much about church history and still be

a Christian?" I do not know how Bainton answered him, but in all

honesty it must be admitted that in Asia the missionary story of

those four hundred years is a tumbled mixture of guns, greed and

amazing grace. It was the period of the greatest global, colonial

occupation of conquered territory by Christian nations in history.

It was the period of greatest church expansion in history. It was

not all bad, and it was not all good.

But which word describes it better? This volume will not

pretend to have found a definitive answer to that question. It

will, however, attempt to describe the four centuries from 1500 to

1900 of the history of Christianity in Asia, both the good and the

bad, in a way that may suggest an answer.

For centuries the dusty ribbon of the Old Silk Road,

tied Asia fitfully together along the longest, lowest, highest,

hottest and coldest highway in the world, the Old Silk road. In

the seventh century it brought Alopen the Persian to China as its

first Christian missionary. It carried traders and religions and

armies west to east and east to west. It brought Buddhists from

India and Christians from Persia to China. It brought fierce

Muslim Arab armies east across Central Asia, and the feared Mongol

horsemen of Genghis Khan west to invade Christian Europe. The land

shaped the history.
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Then about the year 1500 the story changes. The sea, not

the land began to shape the history of the church in Asia. It

carried the Portuguese to India, and the Spaniards to the

Philippines. It brought Xavier to Japan, and Ricci to China, and

the Dutch to the Spice Islands of the Indonesian archipelago, and

Carey to Calcutta. They came to Asia in waves of a renewed and

revived Christianity which was neither Nestorian nor medieval

Catholic. The first wave was Catholic for three hundred years.

The second was Protestant, tentatively in 1600, and then in

strength in 1800.

They came by sea, those western intruders. They came

with missionaries, the salt of the earth, but their ships were

heavier with guns than with missionaries, and the guns spoke louder

than the missionaries. It was a tidal wave, and in a tidal wave,

no one notices the salt at first; the invaded are too busy

desperately trying to escape the engulfing weight of the water.

So not surprisingly the common assumption soon became

that western imperialism and western missionaries came hand-in-

hand, and that both were therefore, to be condemned. But the

history of colliding cultures is far more complex than such a

"hand-in-hand" caricature of missionaries and colonists naively

suggests. The convergence of religions and empires is as multi-

layered as an artichoke, and we will do well in the following pages

to peel the layers apart very carefully to distinguish where they

clearly separate, and where they adhere so closely as to appear

indivisible

.

Asian history accelerates so quickly after 1500, like a

motion picture shifting from slow motion to fast, that it is not

easy to examine it frame by frame as it were. Compare the slow

waves of imperial rise and decline that moved across Asia between

the time of Christ and the beginning of the 16th century- -Roman,

Persian, Indian, Chinese, Islamic, and Mongol-- with the

bewildering hurricanes of change that tore into the great continent

in the next five hundred years of western discovery and colonial
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conquest

.

Politically, Asia in its first 1500 years had been a

succession of dominant, often interacting empires from Rome against

Islam, to the Mongols against India and Byzantium. Since 1500 it

has more resembled the witches' cauldron in Macbeth, "bubble,

bubble, toil and trouble", as four different Asias took shape out

of the rising, rolling vapour. We will end this survey in 1900,

but bear in mind that the continent is now usually studied as

divided into four sections: East Asia (the Far East), South Asia,

West Asia (the "Middle East", and Russian North Asia.

East Asia is still dominated by China's culture but not

her politics. West Asia, for most of the last 500 years, was

subject to two empires-- strong Ottoman Turkey, and weaker Persia-

-

and to one religion with two faces, Sunni and Shiite Islam. South

Asia centers still in Hindu India, geographically, demographically

,

and statistically, though its Hinduism is laced with strong, large

pockets of Islam in Indonesia, Pakistan and Bangladesh, and smaller

enclaves of Buddhism in Burma (Myanmar) and Siam (Thailand) . North

Asia until very recently was Russia, for four hundred years an

empire of Christian Orthodoxy, followed by almost one hundred years

of communism, but now the farther one moves from its old center in

the west, it is a federation of autononomous states more Muslim

than Christian.

Some clarification of terms and methods is needed here.

What do I mean by "Asia", for example. Volume I sharpened its

focus by concentrating mainly on the seeding of "Nestorian" Syrio-

Persian Christianity as it spread across the continent. In that

perspective, Asia was arbitrarily limited roughly to Asia east of

the Euphrates and south of Russia. In Volume II, the focus has to

widen. It will identify as Asia everything from the Mediterranean

to the Pacific except for what the United Nations designates as

Russia. It will loosely follow the U.N. division of the continent

into the four units descibed above, but will exclude the whole
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History is never easily compartmentalized in 100-year sections.

It spills in all directions over the dates by which we try to bind and

bound its irregularities. Nevertheless Some periods of history have a

flavor and character all their own: the 5th century BC in Greece; 1st cen-

turyVome, 7th century China and 16th century Europe. They are all "great

centuries". '

< \

The history of missions, also has a "great century". Th4s is

what Professor Kenneth Scott Latourette of Yale called the 19th century in

his monumental 7-volume History of the Expansion of Christianity. He covers

20 centuries of church history in that work, but three volumes out of his 7

deal with just one century, the 19th, "the great century" of Christian

missions. In this hour session 1 want to try to give you some idea of why

it can indeed quite properly be called the great century of Christian missions,

und^why ,
in some ways, it is a little dangerous to call it the great century,

iV all wo need to do in this century is to repeat it.

I am going to be arbitrary, and begin the 19th missionary

centmy with William Carey in 1 792 ,
and end it in 1910 with John R. Mott

and the first great World Missionary Conference which was held in Edinburgh

that year, and which seems to me to mark the end of 19th century pioneering

missions and the beginning of 20th century ecumenical missions.

In that 1 792 to 1910, more Christians volunteered

f0 r overseas mission, more missionaries carried the Christian faith into more

um cached parts of the world, made more converts, planted more churches,

profoundly affected more cultures and societies, than in any previous century

in the history of the church.

But we must not make the packaging too neat. Missions did not

begin in 1792, as some Protestants seem to think. The greatest years of

Catholic missions were probably before 1792. In those years, while

, Protestants were bending all their energies to keep Northern Europe Protestant

the Ca tholics- -Franc i scans , the great French missionary societies, and above
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The Ecumenical Missionary Conference New York, 1900:

A Centennial Reflection

In 1990 the centenary celebrations marking the grand opening of Carnegie Hall 100 years

earlier rehearsed with satisfaction memorable past events in that famous venue: concerts,

recitals, premieres, honored gatherings—every type of distinguished achievement. Glaringly

omitted from the list, however, was one of the most ambitious, well attended and internationally

significant conclaves in the auditorium’s history: The New York Ecumenical Missionary

Conference held from 21 April to 1 May 1900.

Carnegie Hall served as the conference headquarters and location of plenary

addresses for the 60-plus sessions which also filled nearby churches and meeting places.

Estimates placed attendance numbers at 160,000 to 200,000 for the 10-day gathering. Simply

stated, it was the largest sustained formal religious event in the history of the Republic to that

date and the best attended international missionary conference ever. Participants included

former President Benjamin Harrison, sitting President William McKinley, then New York

Governor Theodore Roosevelt, as well as globally distinguished clergy and mission leaders.

Official delegates numbered 2,500 with 162 mission boards represented. The term

“ecumenical” was introduced in the title, not implying every branch of the Church was

cooperating., but “because the plan of campaign which it proposed covers the whole area of the

inhabited globe.” 1 The conference drew wide coverage from the secuiar and religious press.



The failure of the Carnegie Hall centenary publicity even to mention the conclave

reminds us of the profound shifts in the religious ethos and cultural memory since 1900.

Largely forgotten, except for a few missiologists and historians, is the challenge Christian

foreign missions stimulated in the popular imagination at the opening of the 20th century. This

essay recognizes the centennial of the New York Ecumenical Missionary Conference2 and offers

selected perspectives on that bygone epoch of missionary dynamic.

Conference Goals and Preparation

A survey of press accounts, leaders’ testimonials, conference speeches and official records

reveals a composite of objectives that could be termed inspiration, consultation and cooperation.

Separately delineated these were:

1 . To mobilize congregations and Christian public opinion toward greater mission

commitment, financial support and increased missionary recruits; to do so by communicating

the advances of the passing 19th century and enumerating the needs of the non-Christian world

in the opening 20th. There was also an apologetic objective: to meet anti-missions criticism

within and without the Church. In this sense New York 1900 must be viewed as a public media

event, one of the most extensive attempted in American religious history.

2. To provide an international forum for missionaries and mission executives to

assess experiences, strategies and issues. In this regard the Conference sought to foster

professional consultation within a broader popular program. Yet it must be remembered that

New York 1900, like previous trans-Atlantic gatherings, was not a Church council. Bearing no

official authority, representatives spoke only for themselves. Procedural principles prohibited

formal resolutions. Nevertheless, exchanges did take place on questions of vital concern, issues

that would be more systematically unpacked at Edinburgh 1910.

3. To demonstrate a unified Church and manifest the oneness in mission of

2



Protestant Christianity, resulting in greater comity between the denominations in reaching the

world for Christ. In short, to aid a fragmented Christianity find ways to collaborate on foreign

fields. This quest for cooperation, exemplified by the annual consultations of mission leaders at

various field conferences overseas, was an aspiration carried over from London 1888 and

before.

The New York 1900 organizers did take into account the qualitative changes that

had developed in mission efforts during the 1890’s. These included the swelling ranks of female

missionaries as well as the dynamic mobilization of student volunteers, topics which were

accorded a “Women's Day” and a “Youth Day” on the agenda. Recognized but assigned less

emphasis were two other initiatives of the decade, the interdenominational “faith-mission”

movement and the emerging dialogue among leaders of the globally dominant religions,

exemplified by the 1893 Parliament of the World’s Religions at Chicago’s Columbia

Exposition. 3 Any assessment of New York 1900 has to evaluate its effectiveness in terms of its

three goals, seen in end-of-the century context.

Expectations ran high as invitations for the New York Ecumenical Conference

were dispatched. A perusal of popular mission publications in the United Kingdom reveals great

interest as delegations planned to attend. “The time of the gathering is significant. We are on the

dividing line between two centuries .... Let there be earnest prayer [for the conference] . . .

inaugurating a new era in the evangelization of the world” editorialized The Missionary Record

in Scotland. 4 In New York the Missionary Review of the World sponsored a “postal card

symposium” requesting that key representatives enumerate their goals for the conclave. 5

Memories of the London 1888 Centenary Conference on the Protestant Missions of the World

fueled anticipation. At least 120 of those at New York 1900 also experienced the London 1883

Exeter Hall meetings. Fittingly, New York 1900 was perceived as a logical continuation of

3



trans-Atlantic mission consultations reaching back to the Union Missionary Convention

occasioned by the visit of Alexander Duff to New York in 1854.6 The 1878 London Conference

on Foreign Missions request for an international gathering every decade was fulfilled by the

London 1888 Centenary Conference; with a new century dawning New York 1900 would keep the

sequence intact.

Initial planning for New York 1900 originated at the annual gatherings of North

American mission board executives (later the Foreign Missions Conference of North America)

started in 1893 by Presbyterian F. F. Ellinwood and other London 1888 attendees. Judson

Smith, Boston based secretary of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions

and prominent at London 1888, was named overall chair for the New York event. He traveled to

the United Kingdom and to the Continent to recruit delegates.7 A year before the conference an

invitation was posted to every known missionary. Official delegate status, however, was limited

to a total of 2,500 “members” drawn from each society or board based on its field

expenditures, North American societies being limited to 1,666 seats. Ultimately 162 mission

boards (not counting women’s denominational societies) were represented (64 North American,

50 Continental, 35 United Kingdom and 13 others). 8 In the end, over 600 foreign missionaries

working in 50 countries came.

Nevertheless, despite all efforts to be “ecumenical” and global, New York 1900

was a decidedly North American and Anglo event. Representation from the Southern hemisphere

was minimal. Of the 32 listed honorary vice presidents, one hailed from India, Koli Charan

Banurji, and three from Germany: A. Merensky (Berlin Missionary Society), A. Schreiber

(Rhennish Missionary Society) and Prof. Gustav Warneck, the renowned missiologist. In fact,

Warneck refused to attend, primarily because of his reservations about Anglo-American

mission methods and his suspicion of the watchword “evangelizing the world in this
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generation.” Warneck’s paper was read by another.9 An attempt was made to include American

Blacks. Booker T. Washington was listed as an honorary member. The Black National Baptist

Convention Foreign Mission Board of Louisville, Kentucky, was represented by Charles S.

Morris. 1 0

A galaxy of large and small committees was launched to expedite the meetings, the

extent of which impressed Scottish delegates. Duncan McLaren reported homeward, “Our

American cousins have a genius for organization; it is therefore needless to say that everything

was admirably arranged.’ 11 Also striking was the open friendliness toward foreign travelers,

most of whom were guests in American homes; “the Americans do not look upon Britons as

foreigners.” 12 Program planning and execution was assigned to an executive committee of 21

men and one woman, Abbie B. Childs of Boston. Ms. Childs had attended London 1888 and helped

afterward found the World’s Missionary Committee of Christian Women. Other committee

personnel included Arthur J. Brown, James 3. Dennis. F. F. Ellinword, John R. Mott and Robert

E. Speer. Though not executive committee members, W. Wardlaw Thompson (London Missionary

Society, chair of the British delegation), Alexander Sutherland (Canadian Methodist Board,

chair of committee on comity), Eugene Stock (Church Missionary Society, writer and editor),

A. T. Pierson and J. Hudson Taylor were conference presences in their own righi. University

presidents added academic prestige: e.g. James B. Angel! (University of Michigan) and John

Henry Barrows (Oberlin College). Public interest was heightened by former President

Benjamin Harrison serving as honorary chair and President William McKinley and Governor

Theodore Roosevelt of New York agreeing to speak.

As Popular Event

As a public mobilization, the Conference can only be termed a signal success. J. Fairly Daly
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reported to Scotland, “Notable as these [earlier international conferences] were, this fourth

conference, held in New York, excelled them all. In the number of its delegates, in the wide

range of its delegates, in the wide range of its subjects, in the influential character of its

speakers and the universal interest awakened by it, it has far exceeded any missionary

conference previously held.”
13 This level of effectiveness was achieved because of proficient

organization, celebrity appeal, accessibility for large crowds and advocating themes that

resonated with mainstream public sentiments. Given the lack of modern communications

technology, New York 1900 was a marvel of implementation. Tens of thousands flocked to the

60-plus formal sessions (six or seven held daily across the city) and a plethora of other

specialized gatherings that encouraged interchange and comradeship. “The business moved on

from day to day without a hitch. But how it was done was the marvel and admiration of all ... .

Colleges, clubs, and other public institutions threw open their doors. Receptions, dinners, and

other social entertainments.”
14 Wide press coverage contributed to the high level of public

interest. The New York Times daily columns were long and detailed, sometimes recording

discussions absent in the official proceedings. At the close of the conference, The New York

Tribune published an illustrated extra edition of 16 pages. Adding to the visual impact was a

huge exhibit of native curios, artifacts and missionary photographs that drew over 50,000

viewers.

The Carnegie Hall opening session on Saturday evening 21 April 1900, joined

together the visual, celebrity and heroic. A huge global map (50 feet long, 25 feet high) of two

panels, one for each hemisphere, served as backdrop. Flanking honorary speakers Benjamin

Harrison, William McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt in the front row were white-haired

veteran missionaries who had become legends in their own times. Among those were John G.

Paton of the South Seas, Bishop Thoburn of India, Cyrus Hamlin of Constantinople, J. Hudson
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Taylor of China, Robert Laws of Africa, Dr. and Mrs. James Hepburn of East Asia. Behind these

sat the delegates from Europe along with members of the general conference committee. For

foreigners the presence on one platform of such dignitaries was astounding. “To equal that in

our country, we should require to bring together the Lord Mayor of London, the Prime Minister

of Britain, and H.R.H., the Prince of Wales, and hear them advocate the cause of Christian

missions.”
15 Equally inspiring was the conference music directed by Ira D. Sankey and others.

The opening hymn Jesus Shall Reign unleashed a wave of emotion that would reverberate

through the entire 10 days.

The planners especially sought to involve prominent business leaders, who were

assured of the fiscal efficiency of missions and that profitable trade followed the missionary.

J. Pierpont Morgan was listed as an honorary vice president and Henry Ford attended at least one

meeting. The chair of New York’s Chamber of Commerce, Morris K. Jessup, welcomed the

delegates, led on opening night and introduced President McKinley. As A. T. Pierson called them,

“merchant princes” such as Jessup, William E. Dodge, William T. Harris and John Wanamaker

participated. Reflecting on the impact on businessmen, former President Harrison observed:

“The great metropolis halted in its march of greed, to consider the meaning of this convention,

and there was not a great mercantile house in the city in which it was not a theme of interested

discussion.” 16

The most dramatic public rally took place midweek in Carnegie Hall. Four

hundred female missionaries were “marshalled on the platform in groups by Mrs. A. J. Gordon

of Boston, amid the clapping of thousands of hands, the waving of thousands of handkerchiefs, and

the smiles and tears of a host of women worked up to the highest pitch of enthusiasm.” 17

Somewhat patronizingly, The New York Times noted the “hysterical hallelujahs ... the

fluttering handkerchiefs looked like the whirling of thousands of snow flakes.” It also
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editorialized: “The millinery and varied colored costumes made the scene one of exceeding

brightness, for, notwithstanding that the missionaries have in a measure eschewed the frippery

of the world, they nevertheless have the eternal feminine love of brightness and color. They

were also imbued with an intense enthusiasm and the points made by the various speakers were

vigorously applauded.” 18 Not wanting men to look condescendingly on such displays, Maria Hale

Gordon reminded males of their enthusiasm when soldiers returned from a war. Climaxing the

day young Christian female nationals from China, Japan, Armenia, India and Turkey were

introduced in native dress. Prominent among these was Lilavati Singh of India, professor of

English literature at Lucknow College, whose conference address advocating mission-supported

higher education for women prompted former President Harrison to exclaim, “If I had given a

million dollars to foreign missions, I should count it wisely invested if it led only to the

conversion of that one woman.” 19 The platform tributes to women signaled recognition of the

new roles they were assuming, a fact largely ignored in earlier conferences.

New York 1900 ignited strong public affirmation because it resonated with the

popular assumption that Western Christendom and the Church were agents of progress for the

world’s peoples. All the speeches by public dignitaries reflected this confidence. President

McKinley said of missionaries, “Who can estimate their value to the progress of nations? Their

contribution to the onward and upwards march of humanity is beyond all calculation."
20

Expounding a brand of “muscular Christianity,” Governor Roosevelt echoed similar thoughts,

with particular attention to missionary efforts among North American Sioux Indians. “You are

doing the greatest work that can be done. The life worth living is the life ... of the man who

strives .... To leave the world a little better and not a little worse, because I had lived in it.”
21

Likewise, former President Harrison admonished that beyond the economic, scholarly and

technological development of the era it is To the Word of God and the Church of the Lord Jesus
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Christ we must turn for hope .... The Church is not a revolutionary hooter.” Missionaries

“preach no crusade; incite no rebellion by instilling the principles of the Gospel of Christ . . .

the doctrine of the parity of man . . .

.”22 This emphasis on the unity of humankind and the

gradual redemptive and civilizing power of the Gospel confirmed a confidence that the native

populations of the globe could be elevated by embracing Christianity. Here was a daunting

challenge which brought together post-millennialists, a-millennialists, pre-millennialists,

Episcopalians, Methodists, Presbyterians, Lutherans, Baptists and others, a cause which

William R. Hutchison has termed America’s “moral equivalent for imperialism,” a “shared

belief in a ‘right of conquest’ for Christian civilization.”
23

Of course by 1900 America's “moral imperialism” had expanded to include

political and economic control as the United States in 1898 gained an overseas empire. Though

the Philippines are referred to in at least eight different addresses, none stated the pro-

imperial viewpoint more forcefully than Methodist Bishop John F. Hurst “as to the right and

duty of a superior nation to govern the weaker .... to bring these people to see and recognize the

superiority of what we know as civilization, and give them the opportunity to adopt it.”
24

It

must be remembered that New York 1900 occurred in an America of traditional churchly values

and optimistic ideals, a period “when the political and commercial expansion of Europe and

America had directed the thought of Christendom to distant parts of the earth,” as the editors of

EMC noted.25 In a society that considered itself Christian, it should not surprise contemporary

readers that New York 1900 generated such high levels of attention.

As Consultation

Appraising the conference an English correspondent observed, “It was big. There was no doubt

about that .... There were big preparations, big meetings, a big programme, big speakers; and
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everyone hoped there would be big results.”
26 The bigness, however, worked to the disadvantage

of long-term effectiveness. The program was too extensive to achieve concrete results. The

numerous concurrent sessions scattered across the city did not permit consistency of topic or

attendance. Significant speakers were assigned competing time slots in different venues. The

more than 500 addresses were limited to 20 minutes each followed by brief responses.

Providing a platform for many voices worked against full exposition of topics. The prohibition

of voting even informal recommendations left discussions without closure. Such limitations

were avoided in planning Edinburgh 1910, which surely benefitted from lessons learned at New

York.

The above caveats do not mean, however, that vigorous exchange was absent. A

sample list of subjects presents a taxonomy of policy questions faced by Protestant missions at

the dawn of the new century: e.g. role of the native churches, women in missions, effective

evangelistic methods, the place of education and philanthropy, medicine, missionary

preparation, Scripture translation, literature preparation, administration, government

relations, non-Christian religions and a country-by-country survey. Allotted 40 minutes

instead of the usual 20, Eugene Stock launched deliberations with a terse, instructive appraisal

of mission developments from 1800 to 1900. His overview, divided into 25-year segments,

27

provided an unusual perspective from one of the most sophisticated minds at the conference.

Symbolic of the Victorian fascination with scientific tabulation, James S. Dennis offered a

galaxy of statistics, later included in the EMC appendix, on mission funding and operations

across the world.

Two general presentations on relating to world religions prefaced a country-by-

country survey. George Robson, Scottish United Presbyterian Church, advocated that despite the

persistence of idols and evils in non-Christianized societies, foreign religions “are not wholly



the inventions of wickedness, but . . . there are to be found relics of truth[,] survivals of

purposes and aspirations, that, however misdirected, were originally pure." He advised

following the Apostle Paul who expounded the exclusiveness of Christian truth but enlisted “the

elements common to other religions with Christianity” to present Christ as the fulfillment, not

the destroyer, of the noblest religious sentiments. Robson also claimed that thoughtful non-

Western converts are best equipped to dialogue with their non-Christian peers.28 President J.

M. Barrows of Oberlin College, who attended the 1893 Chicago Parliament of Religions, extolled

Christianity as “the best, and the highest, and the truest in the knowledge of God, and it is

historically certain that the Judeo-Christian revelation has been the mainstream of history ....

All other historical streams are tributary to Christianity.” Nevertheless, in the light of recent

research and experience, non-Christian faiths “are part of the great world of religion .... We

must know them to know man, to know ourselves and to know God in all his revelations.”

Reflecting an evolutionary, optimistic confidence, Barrows went on to state that the ultimate

result will be “a perfected humanity” joined under the leadership of “the resurrected

Christ.”
29

In their emphasis on Christ as the fulfillment, not the utter destroyer of non-

Christian faiths, Robson and Barrows reflected perspectives further explicated at Edinburgh

1910. 30

Women in foreign missions were accorded prominence. Yet it is difficult to assess

all the deliberations by and about females. Though 16 stenographers took verbatim reports of

all sessions, the EMC volumes omit some addresses and discussions on women’s topics reported

in The New York Times. Women’s significance was orally lauded by males, but most female

voices were largely confined to the separate, parallel sessions for women and not integrated into

the primary presentations. Nevertheless it was evident a new era had opened, with professional

women now playing vital mission roles. The plight of exploited womankind around the world was



a recurrent theme, one emphasizing that only Christian females could effectively minister to

these dramatic needs. To do so, however, female missionaries must be prepared to adapt to non-

Western customs .

31

Mrs. Moses Smith, President of the Women’s Board of Missions of the Interior

(Congregational, Chicago), underscored this new thrust. “In the Church, woman was held in

conservatism that only heroic courage could surmount .... The entering of women into this

larger Christian service marked an era in the history of the Church which the future historian

will be quick to recognize . . . [yet] many fail to apprehend the place and power of women’s work

in foreign missions .”32 Emily H. Miller, a dean at Northwestern University, called for the right

of women to hold and manage their own property; that was the way to increase financial support

for missions .

33 Helen Barrett Montgomery (listed as Mrs. W. A. Montgomery) observed that one

of the signs of vitality of women’s foreign missions societies was the level of concern of their

critics. She resoundingly opposed any move to merge the women’s organizations with the general

denominational boards .

34

Questions arose whether female missionaries gaining converts in zenanas or

secluded polygamous households should be permitted to baptize new believers. Also, should such

female converts be encouraged to leave their husbands. There was no consensus, although the

more cautious approach of waiting for male-administered baptism and asking women to stay

with their husbands seemed the majority opinion .

35 As at previous conferences, the problem of

polygamous converts was debated without agreement 36 A discussion ensued even over the best

marriage policy for couples dedicated to overseas service. The high illness and death rate for

young missionary wives caused some such as Hudson Taylor to advocate postponing marriage two

years until the singles had each acclimated to the field situation .

37

While the relationship to governments and the need to nurture leadership in the



younger churches were discussed, the legitimacy of Western colonialism in foreign lands was

not. Undesirable behavior by Western colonialists, however, was condemned. President Barrows

advised modesty as becoming an ambassador for Christ. “Christianity is compelled to apologize

for Christendom .... Many things beside the wickedness of the human soul prevent pagan

nations from coming rapidly into the ranks of Christendom; memories of wrongs, rapacities, all

the more brutal because perpetuated by strength upon weakness; liquor traffic, opium shames,

rude and domineering ways, official discourtesies . . . careers of vice and villainy .... It is not

the best of Christianity that has always made itself most prominent and pervasive in the non-

Christian world.”38

Though New York 1900 focused on foreign ministries, Native Americans and

Blacks received some attention. In addition to Theodore Roosevelt’s allusion to mission work

among the Sioux, the success of the Church Missionary Society with the coastal tribes of British

Columbia was highlighted. J. Taylor Hamilton, secretary of the Moravian mission board,

provided a brief but stirring historical overview of Moravian and other missions to Native

Peoples scattered from the North American interior to coastal Labrador and the Arctic islands.
39

As for the Blacks, Charles S. Morris, missionary of the Black National Baptist Convention, made

a special appeal to meet the needs of South African believers who suffered extreme prejudice and

rejection at the hands of white Christians. Morris’ answer was for mission societies “to

recognize that the American Negro can do work there that no other peoples can do .... I believe

that God is going to put it into the hearts of these black boys and girls in the schools of the South

to go with the message [of the gospel] to South Africa and to West Africa, and vindicate American

slavery as far as it can be vindicated by taking across the ocean the stream of life." While

criticizing South Africa, Morris said nothing about segregation and prejudice in the United

States.40
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Re-reading the thousand-plus pages of text in the two-volume edited proceedings

of New York 1900 reminds the contemporary reader how vast were the challenges of the times.

For the conference editors the gathering marked another noteworthy episode in the decades-long

dialogue among North Atlantic leaders of missions “to compare notes as to the best means of

attaining that object .... Conferences sometimes lead to more important things, even as

protocols sometimes lead up to Treaties.”
41

Steps Toward Cooperation

No question received more consideration at New York 1900 than collaboration between mission

societies. A preliminary study committee issued a 16-page report preparing for the discussion

which spread over three extended sessions. The word comity was frequently employed because

few envisioned an organic federation of Protestant denominations at home and abroad. Alexander

Sutherland, chair of the study committee, set the context for action: ‘There has always been a

tendency in human nature to exalt opinion into dogma and to mistake prejudice for principle;

and this tendency is responsible for not a few of the divisions so characteristic, alas, of

Protestant Christianity.”
42 Now was the time for adopting realistic and concrete steps to avoid

duplication, competition and confusion among non-Western Christians.

Speakers drew on collective achievements in solving field problems in China,

Jamaica, Mexico, Assam, India, Japan, China and Korea to reinforce the urgent need for regional

strategic planning. In the midst of this quest for comity, however, a discordant note was sounded

by A. Schreiber expressing a complaint from Germany. He cautioned against “very prominent

men here in America who have put Germany into the same line with any heathen land, and are

sending people to Germany to convert the heathen Germans.”43 Here was another indication of

the unease some German leaders felt toward American evangelistic aggressiveness. Some voices



advocated more than comity. G. W. Knox of Union Theological Seminary exhorted, “comity is too

weak .... We must have more than that." W. R. Huntington, rector of New York’s Grace Church

Episcopal, felt “It is bound to come—Christian unity.” Likewise W. H. Findlay, Wesleyan

missionary to India, challenged the societies present to be knit “into an ecumenical

confederation. Would that this conference might herald, might even initiate, such a union.”

Similar aspirations were intimated in Gustav Warneck’s paper: “If evangelical missions are

suffering from one lack more than another, it is the want of organization in which the Roman

Catholic missions are so much their superiors.”
44

In contrast, Sutherland summarized the larger moderate consensus by delineating

guidelines. The principles were: avoid counter-productive actions, exercise mutual respect to

other Christian bodies; cease rivalry, waste no resources by duplication. Amplified on the field

this meant collaboration in: publishing, hospitals, higher education, division of territories,

worker employment and non-proselytizing of other Christians. An interdenominational

“consultation committee" should be launched on each field. Sutherland was too realistic to

expect widespread implementation. “Indeed, some may consider the whole thing as visionary and

impractical .... but if even two or three could be included to lead the way . . . doubtless other

missions would soon follow .... to hasten the fulfillment of the Savior’s prayer, ‘that they all

may be one’.”
45

Since no conference resolutions were permitted, an unofficial caucus of about

200 delegates (North American, British, German and Scandinavian) met at Central

Presbyterian Church on the day following adjournment. F. F. Ellinwood offered a motion, passed

unanimously, to recommend forming a permanent international coordinating committee. Such

was not to be. The 1901 meeting of the Foreign Missions Conference of North America admitted

the need but decided the time had “not yet come for the establishment of such an international



committee as that suggested by the post-conference resolution.”46 Though the failure of New

York 1900 to stimulate formation of an international committee disappointed some delegates,

the cause was advanced. It is worth noting that at least 125 delegates at New York also attended

Edinburgh 1910. Ten of these were named to the permanent 36-member Continuation

Committee created at Edinburgh. Among the 10 were James L. Barton, Arthur J. Brown, John R.

Mott, Eugene Stock and R. Wardlaw Thompson who served on the executive committee of that

larger body, which Mott chaired. In retrospect New York 1900 may be viewed as a contributory

if not an essential step toward greater collective action to come among missionary organizations

at Edinburgh 1910.

Concluding Impressions

Assessed in terms of its goals (public information, missionary consultations, future

cooperation), New York 1900 came closest to achieving the first. In a closing address, Robert E.

Speer reminded the delegates that the intent was not to legislate or to enforce opinion, but to

share experiences and face candidly the practical questions of missions. ‘The conference was a

demonstration of the missionary character of Christianity .... It met merely to suggest and to

influence opinion and to quicken hope and courage.”47 He especially emphasized its apologetic

value in challenging critics of the missionary cause. The conference reaffirmed faith in “the

fundamental convictions of the gospel” and confirmed the practicality of missions. Yet Speer did

not see New York 1900 as never to be excelled. “Such conferences, though they serve to do

little—and this Conference did much .... [as] far as it exceeded all other Christian conferences,

it was yet but promise and prophesy of more, and not the crest of a wave never again to rise so

high.”
48 These words were prescient. Edinburgh 1910, with its studied preparation, efficient

deliberations and concrete outcomes, took the decennial conference movement to the next level of



effectiveness.

Essentially New York 1900 was a religious event, the largest in American

history devoted to world mission. English delegate W. H. Findlay termed it “this greatest

religious gathering of modern times.”49 It impacted the lives of thousands. Personal

testimonials called the conference uplifting, inspiring, assuring, challenging and mobilizing. In

an era when laity and clergy rarely reached across ecclesiastical or international boundaries to

worship, pray and plan together, the conference provided a profound unifying experience. The

event gave fresh impetus and credibility toward the goal The Methodist Recorder in England

described as “extending the area of civilization and Christendom. As the hard-headed New

Yorkers came to realize that this was what foreign missions meant, they wondered. Newspapers

whose tradition was to deny any serious value to missionary labours, to treat missionary as a

synonym for empty-headed enthusiast and fanatic .... Began to admit that the evangelization of

the world seemed both feasible and desirable.”50

Nor should the significance of what today would be termed personal networking be

overlooked. Emerging leaders such as John R. Mott, Robert E. Speer and Helen Barrett

Montgomery mingled with aging veterans of 19th century mission advance as well as with

colleagues from across the globe. Eugene Stock exemplifies networking outcomes. Having met

many new faces at the Conference, he traveled afterward, visiting Canadian and American

Episcopalian communities. Impressed with the ability of High and Low Church leaders to

cooperate at New York 1900, he carried back to Britain a commitment to encourage more of that

in the Church of England. 51

Despite the ecumenical claim of global representation, New York 1900 was

decidedly an Anglo-North American enterprise. Delegates from the foreign fields were

primarily Western, English-speaking missionaries. Non-Western nationals were few. Of 500



speakers only eight came from the younger churches, three being women from India. Continental

Europe was under-represented and its mission heritage under-recognized. If, as has been

suggested, London 1888 signaled North American missions’ coming of age, New York 1900

symbolizes the United States and Canada achieving full partnership with the United Kingdom in

world mission. 52 From another perspective, New York 1900 may be viewed as the last

demonstration on this side of the ocean of that loosely defined trans-Atlantic evangelical united

front that had coalesced in Victorian times. Given 20th century theological tensions, advancing

secularism and tragic world events after 1914, it is difficult to imagine such a gathering taking

place a generation later, especially in New York City at Carnegie Hall.

Looking back at New York 1900, the contemporary reader senses a discernable

distance from the confidences and language displayed. Christianity too readily was viewed in

territorial terms. The assumption was that Christendom with its advanced culture and religion

would bring to the rest of the world the benefits of civilization, commerce and the Christian

faith. The Western empires would provide the stable context for achieving these goals. The word

race was employed in an imprecise and casual manner that would be unacceptable for today’s

insights. Triumphalism punctuated with martial metaphors was too prevalent for contemporary

cross-cultural sensitivities.

The world is very different now. Christendom as then conceived no longer exists;

nor do the empires. Twentieth-century depredations have shattered Western assumptions of

moral superiority. Yet in the midst of their misplaced confidences and human limitations, the

generation of participants at New York 1900 accomplished more than they realized. They

prepared the way for greater mission effort, cooperation and understanding to come. Their

faithful, sacrificial commitment to the dignity of women, humane concern for the suffering,

enabling other peoples to spread the gospel in their own societies and nurturing of a worldwide

Church remains impressive today. After all, the demographic center of gravity for the Christian



faith is now found in Africa, Asia and the Southern hemisphere.
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Statistical Summary of Foreign Missions Throughout the World
By REV. JAMES S. DENNIS, D.D.

[These Summaries are kindly furnished by Dr. Dennis, from advance sheetsof Vol. Ill of hisgreat
work, “Christian Missions and Social Progress.”]

I

EVANGELISTIC
Statistics of the Income, Staff, and Evangelistic Returns of Missionary Societies

CLASSES 1., II., AND III., ARRANGED IN SUMMARIES ACCORDING TO NATIONS AND
CONTINENTS

Foreign Missionaries Native Workers

NATIONAL OR CONTI-

NENTAL DIVISIONS
Number

of

Societies

Income

from

Home

and

Foreig

Sources

Ordained Missionaries

Physi-
cians

0

u
ft

£ £
9 a

Unmarried

Women

not

Physicians

Total

of

Foreign

Missionaries

Ordained

Natives

! fi-oKtc
-i- « E

O r
C u x u

v ,

- JZ V X.

sis-ec
0 C x
G \r

Total

ot

Ordained

and

Unordained

Native

Helpers

Men Women

c £
.2 rt

&£
n . 9 Cl

u _

»g

1.

Societies directly engaged
in conducting foreign

missions.
United States 49 $5,403,048 1352 160 114 109 1274 1006 4,110 1575 15,013 16,605

Canada 8 352,743 69 17 9 24 64 59 236 39 677 716

England 42 6,843,031 1747 i 39 47 664 958 1407 5,136 1665 25,980 27.795

Scotland 7 1,280,684 188 52 23 88 161 230 653 52 2,909 3,026

Ireland 4 101,930 32 XI 4 13 29 25 112 5 397 419

Wales 1 40,729 l 7 3 13 6 36 7 493 500

Denmark 3 42,770 18 1

1

3 32 1 35 36

Finland 1 28,860 10 10 20 8

France 2 268,191 48 1 17 43 15 123 42 300 342

Germany i 5 1,430,151 73 i 10 9 1 609 76 1,515 160 6,284 6,464

Netherlands xo 124,126 65 2 2 12 81 30 220 250

Norway 4 158,328 49 3 9 37 17 1 r 3 78 1,806 1,884

Sweden 7 166,036 85 2 2 14 49 37 187 5 217

15 1 2 13 1

1

4 1 31 3 i

Australasia and Oceania. .

.

26 309,234 96 11 57 64 9 1 313 152 4 , 77 ! 4,923

Asia 29 97,569 48 6 4 i J4 39 81 282 15 298 3*3

Africa 28 216,705 217 3 33 3 i 347 98 4,400 4,507

West Indies 1

1

262,620 166 l 7 64 24 270 105 5,469 1 5-574

Totals for Class I . . .

.

24Q $17,161,092 4953 421 203 1244 3450 3 ri 9 13.607 4029I 60,300
1 73 , 6 i 5

NATIONAL OR
CONTINENTAL
DIVISIONS

Stations Churches Sunday-schools BUTIONS

:u

< i I HIST 'NS

;

- u “ ®
;
3 xi c v

, r* rl —

CLASS I.

Societies directly en
gaged in conducting
foreign missions.

United States
Canada
England
Scotland
Ireland
Wales
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
Australasia and Oceania
Asia •

Africa
West Indies

Totals for Class I . . I5233

O' 6,291 4, 107 42I ,597 3L970 7,231 344385

7 230 8c 9,987 985 402 12, 73 1

:8ii 12,158 4,744 278,548 20,093 2,875 I 7 I
,
2 47

2 4: 841 195 40,247 4,i79 437 -6,257

21 93 21 4,58S 652 95 4.816

1 c 39? 140 3,59^ 365 410 11,615

11 10 361 54

3 3 3 24c 18 6 300

40 14,788 388

499 1,420 564 154,356 7,064 330 35,979

56 04 10 5,°4 I no 12 2,620

4 1 903 204 35,289 4,545

49 108 10 3,447 1,027 22 953
8 18 8 749 151 26 i,394

276 344 218 7^637 1,904 1,921 58,241

7

1

46 69 9,993 «8 3 1 03 2,020

689 1,961 62 132,280 3,88l 326 26,988

291 693 558 102,554 6,326 744 65,138

5233 25,586 10,993 1,289,298 83,895! 14,940 764,684

$628,71"
i,377

580,855
206,240

5,160
5,100

75

161,

3,98j

i, 257 ,4 2 5

32,925
1,081.384

91,667
14,421

16,561

890
676

4,327,283
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CLASSES I., II., AND III., ARRANGED IN SUMMARIES ACCORDING TO NATIONS AND

CONTINENTS—Continued

a Foreign Missionaries Native Workers

NATIONAL OR CONTI-
O t/5

U «
<U

bo

fl'2

P Oil)

Ordained
Missionaries

Physi-
cians

0

Married

Women

not

Physicians

a
V
a a
>•-

Total

of

Foreign

Missionaries

V)
V
>

rt

Unordained

Natives—

Preachers,

Teachers,

Bible-women,

and

other

Helpers

1

total

of

Ordained

and

Unordained

l

Native

Helpers

NENTAL DIVISIONS
O «

O
Men Women

c 3
.2 §
s;g

hJ

•a £,
.g.a
fcO<

a gG G

D

V
G
’<3

*G

O

CLASS 11

Societies indirectly co-oper-

ating or aiding in foreign
missions

z6 $171,607 18 19 12 1 50 243 243

i I3i 83« 15 1 2 14 6 37
2,482

3833° 784,122 18 3 19 6

8

26 959

IO 103,032 14 5
II 17 53

1 20,402 4
2 4

24
3

3 9.795 9 2 13

4 5,20°

4 1,352 2 3 4 9

i 8,75c 4 2 5 6 14 3 1

i 3,ooc
78

4Australa*ia and Oceania.

.

3

24

28,64;

77,994 * 1 3< 36

Totals for Class II. .

.

q8 $1,227,731 74 11 6c 54 85 i -255 3,20 3,216
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CLASSES I., II., AND III., ARRANGED IN SUMMARIES ACCORDING TO NATIONS AND
CONTINENTS—Continued

NATIONAL OR CONTI-

NENTAL DIVISIONS Number

of

Societies

Income

from

Home

and

Foreign

Sources

Foreign Missionaries Native Workeks

Ordained
Missionaries

Physi-
cians

Lay

Missionaries

not

Physicians

(Men)

Married

Women

not

Physicians

Unmarried

Women

not

Physicians

|

Total

of

Foreign

Missionaries

Ordained

Natives

Unorduined

Natives

—

Preachers,

Teachers,

Bible-v.

omen,

and

other

Helpers

Total

of

Ordained

and

I'nurdained

Native

Helpers

Men Women

CLASS III.

Societies or Institutions in-

dependently engaged in

specialized effort in various
departments of foreign

missions.
United States 28 $253,661 26 27 7 IOI 40 3° 304 7 63 70
England 33 245,465 1 5 2 34 8 26 76 1 US 116
Scotland 13 96,520 1 5 2 3 0 20 48 48
Ireland 1 4,125 4 4
Wales 1 10,956 6 200 206

Germany 4 101,440 5 7 16 8 ”5 151 1 1

1

x 2

Holland 1 1,452 1 1 2

Norway 2 497 1 2 3

Sweden 1 7 7 3 3

Australasia 2

Asia 14 21,083 2 7 6 3 4 13 35 48 48

Africa 2 98

Totals for Class III 102 $737 , 2Q7 36 52 I c i 57 63 199 598 15 492 507

Stations Churches Sunday-schools Coni ki-

BUTIONS
Native
Christ’ns

NATIONAL OR
CONTINENTAL
DIVISIONS

Principal

Stations

All

other

Substations
Organized

Churches

Total

Number

of

Communicants

Additions

During

the

Last

Year

Sunday-schools Total Sunday-school

Membership

Total

of

Native

Contributions

Total

of

Native

Chris-

tian

Community,

in-

cluding,

besides

Communicants,

Non-

communicants

of

all

Ages

CLASS III.

Societies or Institutions
independently engaged
in specialized effort in

various departments of
foreign missions.

53 4 474 $102 120

no 9 190 40 27 1,498 24 5°5

5 246

Wales 11 17 2,500 200 3° 3,000 4,655 10,000

1 95 9 733 270

Holland I

70 4 2 40 x 4 3 *43 1,500

Africa

Totals for Class III. x 93 120 29 2,825 254 78 6,094 $6,551 10,625
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COMBINED TOTALS OF CLASSES 1., II., AND 111.

NATIONAL OR CONTI-

NENTAL DIVISIONS
.in

Foreign Missionaries

Physi-
cians

E ”,

Native Workers

J, E-o
t> t> e _>£ a) Cz u -5
"253

% el*a u ? u
u i u

rt J3 _« -C

'SS-es

pcu

TJ
U T3 tn

c w u
,hQ v
rt-s a
"O V
u T3

o

CLASS I

CLASS II

CLASS III

Totals for the world. .

.

44Q
1

$17,161,092
1,227,731

737, 297
2

$19,126,120 5063 484 318

1244 3450
69 54
157 t>3

1470 3567 3403

13,607
i,255

598

15,460

4029 69,300

9 3,207

15 492

4053 72,999

73.6*5
3,216

5°7

77,338

NATIONAL OR
CONTINENTAL
DIVISIONS

Stations Churches Sunday-schools
CON J RI-

BUTIONS
Native
Christ’ns

Principal

Stations

All

other

Substations
Organized

Churches

Total

Number

of

Communicants

Additions

During

the

Last

Year

Sunday-schools

J
Total

Sunday-school

Membership

Total

of

Native

Contributions

Total

of

Native

Chris-

tian

Community,

in-

cluding,

besides

Communicants,

Non-

communicants

of

all

Ages

CLASS I 5233 25,586 10,993 1,289,298 83,895 14,940 764,684 $1,833,981 4,327,283

CLASS II 145 54 i *7 25,561 37 14 1,150 1,225

CLASS III 193 120 29 2,825 25-I 78 6,094 6,551 10,625

Totals for the world

.

5571 26,247 ”,039 1,317,684 84 ,i8f 15,032 771,928 $1,841,757 4.414,236

WOMEN’S SOCIETIES

(Special Summaries representing Woman’s Share in the World Totals given above.)

NATIONAL OR CONTI-

NENTAL DIVISIONS
Number

of

Societies

Income

from

Home

and

Foreign

Sources

Foreign Missionaries Native Workers

Ordained
Missionaries

Physi-
cians

Lav

Missionaries

not

Physicians

(Men)

Married

Women

not

Physicians

Unmarried

Women

not

Physicians

Total

of

Foreign

Missionaries

Ordained

Natives

Unordained

Natives

—

Preachers,

Teachers,

Btble-women,

and

other

Helpers

Total

of

Ordained

and

Unordained

Native

Helpers

Men Women

CLASS I 95 $2,361,181 48 6 138 9 355 1490 2,092 25 4,736 4,761

CLASS II 5 12,289 9 9 7 7

CLASS III 20 126,647 1 8 5 1 2 130 150 35 3°

Totals 120 $2, 500,117 49 14 143 10 357 1629 2.251 26 4.778 4,804

NATIONAL OR
CONTINENTAL
DIVISIONS

Stations

P-,

Churches

Q>

Sunday-schools

a

Coni ri-

BUTIONS

ck

Native
Christ'ns

u C §*-
-='"22 c

U >,-o ‘

c
> C y <

c i

sirf'i
•sa=3 1 s— 3 e t

ZZuGl
o-- o
H U

CLASS I...

CLASS II..

CLASS III.

Totals. .

.

637

23

872

660 872

Remain-
ing statis-

tics can
not be

separated
from the
general
totals.

1 If the number of women's auxiliary societies (88) not included in the total (440) of societies given

above under Classes I., II., III., be added to that number, the grand total of all the missionary societies of

the world, both independent and auxiliary, will reach 537, but all other data in the Combined lotals ot

Classes I., II., and III.,” remain as given above.
. , „ . „ .. , , .

3 In reducing the income of European societies to United States currency, the English pound sterling

has been estimated at $4.90, the Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish crown at 26_cents, the Dutch florin
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II

EDUCATIONAL
STATISTICS OF ELEMENTARY, ACADEMIC, MEDICAL,

AND INDUSTRIAL INSTRUCTION
I. Universities and Colleges.

II. Theological and Training Schools.
III. Boarding and High Schools, and

Seminaries.
VI. Kindergartens.
VII. Elementary or Village Day Schools.

IV. Industrial Training Institutions and
Classes.

V. Medical Schools and Schools for

Nurses.

Location

I. UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

Number of Pupils

Location

Number of Pupils

Africa
Australasia
Burma
Canada . . .

.

Ceylon
China
India
Japan

495 Korea
Madagascar
Persia
South America.

.

Syria
Turkey
West Indies

Totals. 93 33.139 2,275 35 , 4M

11. THEOLOGICAL AND TRAINING SCHOOLS

Africa
Alaska
Australasia
Burma
Canada and

Greenland
Central America. .

.

Ceylon
China
Formosa
India
Japan
Korea

55 1,807 307
1 90 70
2 42

9 220 418

2 22
1 2

7 128 11

66 772 543
3 33 12

107 2,932 1.438

36 253 327
2 49

Madagascar
Malaysia
Mexico
Oceania
Palestine
Persia
Siam and Laos. . .

.

Syria
Turkey
West Indies

Totals. .

.

15 423 39
9 i93
4 209

M 718 167
1 1 5

3 205
1 15
2 9 82
8 65 90

10 M 5 54

358 8,347 3.558 1 I i9°5

iiiU'

HI. BOARDING AND HIGH SCHOOLS, AND SEMINARIES

Africa
Alaska
Australasia
Burma
Canada
Central America.
Ceylon
China
Formosa 3
India
Japan
Korea

78 5.329 3,997 9.326 Madagascar 6 850 642 1,492
4 26 87 113 Malaysia 12 1.770 127 1,897
1 52 52 Mexico 20 198 1,92

1

2.1 19
26 U 775 1,026 2,801 Oceania 13 34 2 458 800
14 211 276 487 Palestine 6 216 464 680
1 33 33 Siam and Laos 8 299 203 502

42 1,291 2,655 3,946 South America 26 1,077 1,695 2,772
166 2,884 3.509 6,393 Syria ii 423 652 1,075

3 45 38 83 Turkey 28 1,685 1,697 3,382
340 29,360 12,096 4L 456 West Indies 3 76 no 186
37 913 2,484 3.397 ——
5 81 75 156 Totals. . .

.

857 48.8^1 34.207 83. T '8

IV. INDUSTRIAL TRAINING INSTITUTIONS AND CLASSES

Africa
Burma
Canada
Ceylon
China
India
Japan
Korea
Madagascar.

56 1,777 551 2,328

3 193 77 270
1

1

497 278 775
8 495 218 713
7 95 96 191

46 3,278 1,009 4,287
15 173 156 329

2 30 25 55

Mexico
Oceania
Palestine
Persia
Siam and Laos.

.

South America.

.

Syria
Turkey

Totals.

.

3 27 4

4 i6-j

2 13 16

1

2 20
2 8

2 53
2 90

167
j

6,892 2,486 9.378



EDUCATIONAL

V. MEDICAL AND NURSES’ SCHOOLS AND CLASSES

Location

Africa
Alaska
Ceylon
China .

India.

.

Japan .

Number of Pupils

Males Females
Total

3 3
20 20

219 32 251

57 i34 191

25 25

Location

Number of Pupils

Korea
Malaysia
Persia
Syria
Turkey

Totals 63 370 219 589

VI. kindergartens
166

7
152 Mexico 5

596

6 159

1
T94
696
893
60

119

6 115

India 3° Turkey 21 1.352

Japan
Malaysia

24
2 Totals. . .

.

127 4.502—

VII. ELEMENTARY OR VILLAGE DAY SCHOOLS

Number of
Number of Pupils

Institutions Males Females Total

Totals 18,742 616,722 287.720 904,442

SUMMARY

Universities and Colleges. .

Theological and Training Schools .

Boarding and High Schools, and Seminaries

Industrial Training institutions and Classes

Medical and Nurses’ Schools and Classes

Elementary or Village Day Schools

Totals—

1 In the absence of definite information in the returns as to the sex of pupils in kindergartens it has

been estimated that about one-half are boys.

33. x 39 2,275 35.414

8,347 3.558 11,905

48,851 34,297 83,148

6,892 2,486 9.378

37°, 219 589

2,251* 2,251* 4.502

616,722 287,720 904.442

1 7^.572 332,806 1
, 049.378
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III

LITERARY
STATISTICS OF BIBLE TRANSLATIONS AND GENERAL

LITERATURE

I. BIBLE TRANSLATIONS

Location

AMERICAN CONTINENT
(NORTH),

Arctic Coast
Pacific Coast
Canada and the United States.

.

Central America and Mexico...
West Indies

AMERICAN CONTINENT
(SOUTH)

EUROPEAN CONTINENT: 1

Central Europe
France

’ ’ ’ ’

Italy, Switzerland, and Malta.

.

Northern Europe
Russian Empire
Spain

AFRICAN CONTINENT.

.

Number

of

Languages

or

Dialects

Location

3'

AUSTRALASIA AND OCEANIA..
ASIATIC CONTINENT;

Burma
5

19 36 China
6

3 Georgia 1

India
7 7 Indo-China

Japan
10 Korea
3 Malaysia
7 60

Persia

3 i

4 .

112 112 Total

55 55

71
3

I

24 I

9

3

i
|

27

12 J

4^7

II. BIBLE AND TRACT SOCIETIES

i. The Bible Societies of Christendom, chiefly the American, the British
and Foreign, and the National Society of Scotland, have many agencies in the
foreign mission field, and circulate annually, in co-operation with foreign
missions^ an immense number of the Holy Scriptures, either entire or in por-
tions. The distribution reported for Great Britain, the European Continent,
and Christendom in general is not included, since it can not be classed as
pertaining to foreign missions among unevangelized races. As nearly as can
be ascertained, the number of Bibles thus circulated each year is 91,761, the
number of testaments 226,741, and the number of separate portions 2,216,964,
making a grand total of 2,535,466. The number of translations given (427)
includes thirteen which were made by missionaries in India in the earlier
part ot the century and never having been revised, were allowed later to go
out ot print, as other and more useful versions eventually superseded them,
these earlier versions represent missionary toil, and were useful in their dav,
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ciety of London, chiefly through its Committeesand affiliated Societies in foreign fields, has circulated its publications in 232

1 The list for the European Continent includes only versions which are missionary in theirong:m, or were produced with a distinctively missionary purpose in view There l^e l numbe?
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ecause they do not seem to fulfill these conditions AmonT theomitted versions are the fol owing • 1. Danish; 2. Dutch; 3. English- 4 Flemish- ^French*lC
' 8A Grcelc; Hebrew

: Irish; n. Italian: 12. Latin- 17 Manx
5

u No’--we& ian, 15. Polish; 16. Portuguese; 17. Russian; 18. Spanish; 19. Swedish; 20. Welsh.
’
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II. BIBLE AND TRACT SOCIETIES—Continued

languages, dialects, and characters. Of this number 175 are identified with
foreign missions. Its most recent statement reports a total circulation in
foreign mission fields, through its own or affiliated agencies, of 12,000,000
books and tracts.

1
In this special service a large share should be credited to

the important co-operating Tract Societies of India, China, Japan, Korea,
South Africa, etc. In addition, the Christian Literature Society of India,
through its various branches, circulates annually 2,312,849 books and tracts;
the Society for the^ Diffusion of Christian and General Knowledge among the
Chinese, 181.249. The grand total of volumes and tracts thus distributed by
all these various agencies amounts to an annual circulation of 14,494,098.

III. MISSION PUBLISHING HOUSES AND PRINTING PRESSES

u
0 Annual Issues u,

0 Annual Issues

Location Location
.0

6 a

£ Copies Pages 3
£ Copies Pages

Africa
Arabia

3° 42,340 3,81 1,93 1 Madagascar
4 230,000

3,000,000Burma 65,500 500,000
35,000

Canada and Oceania
7 1 >45^,400

28,500

ll
t
° 7 T

, 356
155,500

Greenland. . . . 3 10,450 125,400 Palestine
Central America. .

.

1 1,000 Persia 825,716
5,659,500

Ceylon 10,190,171
io7,M9 , 73 *

Siam and Laos
j

136,822
646,021China 23

1

2,640,335
Formosa 7,144,360

19,611,303
India 41 4,244,285

448,460
5,000

177,725,529
11,975,70°

5 ,i 57 .i95

Japan 148 10,561,777
Korea 364,904,399

IV. PERIODICAL LITERATURE (MAGAZINES AND PAPERS)

Location Number Circulation Location Number Circulation

Africa 14,700
Alaska

J 3
18

1 1OOO
40,050Burma 6,250

Canada and Greenland. 2 Palestine
9

6,000
Ceylon
China 3

Formosa 372

India
25

Japan 24,427
5,430

Korea 5

Madagascar
3 , 75o

1 ,300

Totals 366 297,435

Among the more prominent societies included in the total of 12,000,000. reported by the Religious
Tract Society, are the following, with their respective issues:

Central China Religious Tract Society,

_

Hankow 1,470,699
Chinese Tract Society. Shanghai 289,720
North China Tract Society, Peking 400,000
North Fuhkien Religious Tract So-

ciety, Foochow 119,000
Canton Religious Tract Society 77,206
Calcut'a Christian Tract and Book

Society 1,358,604
North India Tract Society, Allahabad. 519,563
Punjab Religious Book Society, La-

hore 359,400

Bombay Tract and Book Society, Bom-
245,450

Gujarat Tract Society, Surat 89,250
Orissa Tract Society, Cuttack 62,500
Madras Religious Tract and Book So-

ciety, Madras 1,991.285
Malayalam Tract Society, Trichur 37,000
Bangalore Tract and Book Society,

Bangalore 364,556
South Travancore Tract Society, Nag-
„

ercoil 475,460
South African Tract Society 51,500
Japan Book and Tract Society 503,715
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PREFATORY NOTE

There are a number of variable terms and unsettled standards which should

be fixed before any satisfactory and consistent attempt can be made to
.

‘

late missionary statistics. The committee appointed to serve the Lonteie

in the compilation of statistical returns agreed upon a simple and comp e-

hensive tabular form, including the essential features of missionary progress,

and not too elaborate in its attention to detail. This form was sent to every

Society throughout the world, so far as known, which is engaged in loreign

missionary operations. Replies were received from about ninety per cen .

of those addressed. The war in South Africa will account for a good propor-

tion of the ten per cent, not heard from. An attempt was made also to reac

individual and independent missionaries unconnected with any organized so-

ciety but with unsatisfactory results, as only a small proportion responded.

The collation of these replies might seem to be a simple and easy matter, bu

considerable varietv in the method of reporting, some misunderstanding o

terms and limitations, a disposition to record income and other data inclusive

of both home and foreign missions, as well as a lack of uniformity m severa

unexpected particulars, combined to introduce constantly recurring entang

ments and perplexities. . . . • .

The limits of space forbid any extended discussion of the many points

which arise, but the conclusions reached may be briefly stated.

Among the questions which had to be considered and settled, at least tenta-

tively, for the present purpose, were the following:
„ . •

i What is the scope of foreign missions? The expression foreign ™ 15 '

sions ” is understood to apply to any more or less organized effort.to lead

the natives of unevangelized lands to the acceptance of a pure and saving form

of Christian truth, and to lift their daily living into conformity with it. t he

scene of this missionary activity is held to be outside the land in which it o g

inates or if it originates in so-called foreign lands, represents the efforts of

foreign residents, or of already Christianized native churches, moved by

the^ missionary

11

impulse, to extend the Gospel of Christ among unevangel, zed

peoples There may be a great variety in method, and a decided preference

as to the instrumental agency employed, but only one governing ?”P“e.

This definition, it will be observed, excludes all mission effort in the horn

land where the society is located. Work among the Indians or the Eur -

pean and Asiatic immigrants of the United States and Canada is no
.
there-

fore, reckoned among the foreign missionary operations of the societies o

those countries
;
yet if efforts are made by such societies among the Indians

of South America, the mission can be classified as foreign, since it is so bot

geographically and because it is conducted among a pagan people On the

other hand, religious aid and missionary service rendered by British and

Continental Societies to foreign residents in the colonies is not classed as for-

eign missions however distant may be the scene of operations from the

home land Work among the Protestant peoples of Europe by British or

American Societies is not, for similar reasons, regarded as foreign missions.

Geographically it may belong to foreign rather than home missions, but it

Gsimply in the line of co-operation on the part of British and American

Christians with the agencies of Christian evangelism already active under the

V”
,

'
„ Wal churches in the Protestant nations of Europe.

'a - rpoanfq Paoal Europe the question is more difficult. It may be said

that inasmuch Ts evangelical missions conducted by Societies of Great Britain
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and the United States among Oriental Christian churches in Western Asiaand Egypt, and among Roman Catholics in Mexico, Central and South

j?e^ca|

C

missi

L
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l
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ted 3S
f
ore

Agn by almost common consent, therefore evan-

FnrnnV^inn^i g thc Roman Catholic or Greek Orthodox peoples ofEurope should be so considered. This would introduce thc McAll Missionand numei ous other societies organized to conduct evangelical work in France’Belgium, Spain, Italy Austria, and elsewhere, into the list of recognized for-eign missionary agencies^ The point is not important except for purposes ofr Su
5
h m

i
SS10ns lose nothing of dignity or usefulness if classed

Capti°n ° f Evangelicaf Missions to Papal Europe

ei-n nhsTions ’’ to h rT"
6 appropriate designation, leaving the term “ for-eign missions to be used in its ordinary and commonly interpreted sense

H?
UlUr

K
S ° Utslde the bounds ° f Christendom.

P
A posje’though confessedly arbitrary, exception might be made in favor of those^,e,gn missionary societies which conduct work in Papal Europe as a lone
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Union" thp
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c
ncan Board, the American Baptist Missionary

, Wh "t

d
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‘Y SoClety 0f the

-
Methodist Episcopal Church,

considered No d ifrifnlt’

miSS10nar
-v w another essential point to be

do the wo,-1- of fo -l
y anSeS concerning agencies organized exclusively to

o,
TckX •?' Soc„,
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,Xf‘of"
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hey be countcd as strictly and technically foreign mis-

Ss&TOjr* * -
otss TT
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clet ‘es directly engaged in conducting foreign missions.

r, hs ITT ^ f
S :ndlrf

T
Ctl
?

cor°Per
.

atlng or aiding in foreign missions.Class 111. Societies or Institutions independently engaged in specializedeffort in various departments of foreign missions
b b peciaiizeil

Under these three captions can be arranged without confusion and in fullrecognition of the special and stated service rendered by each all active asen-cies working on behalf of foreign missions.
’ g

3. Another question of moment is the relative place and scope in theschedule to be assigned to Women’s Societies. The classification which hasbeen made holds, of course, in their case, as with the larger and older organl-

f

a UF anSV
r,

r t0 th,s cluest,on should be such as to recognize historicfacts and chartered limitations, and yet in no way to lose sight of the eoualhonor and the indisputable value of their co-operation. Inmost instancehey are auxiliaries, but in others they are independent financially and also Htheir administration. It has seemed suitable to give to societies’ tins rUized and conducted a distinct place in the roll of foreign mission, r
g

The extent and value of their co-operation are thus made evident
Y agencies ’

4- A lurther inquiry arises as to what is the precise definition of ,

in the schedule of data. It may be said, in brief Ihafthe caStPonOrganization
/ should be understood to refer to the time of opening or oreanizing the foreign work; the “Income from Home Sources "is th^tr^iby the society exclusively for foreign missions, from churches endowmentand contributors in the home land, and the “ Income on the Foreign r n ?’

relates to funds received on the mission field and reported Mcounted as part of appropriations by the treasury of the home society ’

In
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the six preceding columns n
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fixed and easily determinable class. This is clearly true, especially in the case
of those churches in which baptism is freely administered; but in many mis-
sions baptism is not administered to natives, except on credible, confession of
belief, and good evidence of conversion, such as would be required for admis-
sion to the communion. There exists, therefore, in connection with many
mission stations, a community of nominal Christians, adults as well as chil-
dren, as yet unbaplized. They acknowledge themselves, either by birth or
choice, to belong to the Christian ranks, but can not be numbered among
those who have received the rite of baptism. The caption used includes not
only communicants, but all such nominal adherents, baptized or unbaptized,
old or young—all, in fact, enrolled or recognized as members of the native
Christian community. It is a safe rule to estimate this body of communicants
and non-communicants to aggregate on the average three times the number
of adult communicants reported.

Educational, literary, medical, and philanthropic statistics present no
points of serious difficulty, except that in the case of medical returns great
care has been taken to distinguish the different classes of patients, and to
differentiate individual patients from repeated treatments of the same patient.
The number of separate individuals treated as patients differs much from the
number of separate treatments given. Ten individual patients may represent
from thirty to fifty individual treatments in case the same patient returns often
to the dispensary. If this distinction is not observed, much confusion results
i he schedule ot medical returns suggested is somewhat condensed in the
medical summaries recorded in the following pages. It will be found in full
form in the statistical volume soon to be issued by Dr. Dennis, giving in elab-
orate detail the data upon which the summaries here recorded are based.

It seems to be extremely desirable that some uniform system of reporting
statistics should be adopted by all societies, in order that the collation of data
may thus be facilitated, and far more authoritative accuracy secured The
Committee have sought to contribute tentatively to the formulating of such
a scheme by the attempt herein made to classify the main divisions of a sta-
tistical outline as Evangelistic, Educational, Literary, Medical, Philanthropic,

Cultural, and also to fix the use and significance of specific terms chosen
to differentiate details under each division, and finally to suggest for this
terminology a schedule of orderly arrangement.
Whatever may be thought of the success of the attempt, the value and sug-

gestiveness of the results here recorded can not be questioned. The variety
and complexity of foreign missionary effort and the immense scope of its in-
fluence are manifest. An object-lesson in the practical unity of the co-operat-
ing forces of our Lord’s Kingdom is given in these summaries of a vast work,
which represents fellowship in prayer to the same God, and brotherhood in
toil for the same Master, on the part of all, of whatever name, who are truly
called to this world-embracing and world-conquering service. The cumula-
tive impetus of missionary operations is here brought to our attention anew
as we stand at this rallying-point for another decade and another century of
effort. We have reason to be grateful as we review what God has done, and
to be hopeful as we look forward to what He will yet accomplish.

In the following pages the classified statistics of the income, staff, and
church returns of missionary Societies are given only in summaries, as arc
also the statistics of educational, literary, medical, and other phases of ’mission
effort. In these latter departments the classification by Societies is dropped
and a geographical division adopted.

The^ income reported is that which represents contributions or expendi-
tures for foreign missions only.

The following explanatory remarks giving more explicit information con-
cerning the rules observed in making up these final summaries should be care-
fully read

:

i. The Summary of Woman’s Work represents all the societies (indepen-
dent and auxiliary) conducted by women. Of the number (120) given, 32
are included in the total (449) reported for the world

; the remaining 88 are
auxiliary, and if added to the total for the world would make the complete list

of all societies (including not only principal and independent organizations,
but auxiliaries in primary and direct relationship) 537. The income and all
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other data of the Women’s Societies are included in the totals given for the
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12 Introduction.

have its own apportionment? Or, on the other hand, is it

advisable that converts gathered from the heathen should be

initiated, in the first days of their new religious life, into our

sectarian peculiarities ? These, and similar topics, have often

been anxiously debated
;
but on many of them there is no clear

deliverance as yet from the voice of Protestant Evangelical

Christendom.

Another class of questions relate to the present as compared

with the past. What have Missions actually done 'l What is

the strength of heathenism, of Mohammedanism, of Buddhism,

as compared with the position of these systems a hundred years

ago ? Has the Christian Church made an advance, at all

proportioned to the energy of its attack, upon these forms of

error? It is as yet perhaps impossible to answer these

questions fully. A general estimate only can be given, as

sustained by the facts summarized in the following pages, as

well as from the testimony of many observers. The number of

converts to Christianity in all our missionary fields put

together is a little under three millions, of whom about three-

quarters of a million are communicants. In India alone, the

number of adherents may be set down at half a million, and of

communicants as about 140,000. But this is only a very small

part of the case. The power of Missions is seen in many

indirect ways—in the growth of new conceptions, modes of

thought, in silent influences that mould the life of nations.

The heathenism of the Roman Empire was never apparently so

strong as in the days of Diocletian, when Christianity—every-

where proscribed and persecuted—seemed on the verge of

extinction. Five and twenty years later, the whole fabric

came down as with a mighty crash, and although the Empire

was by no means converted to the faith, the tremendous
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subversion prepared the way for modern Christendom. We do
not venture to forecast a similar crisis. But all over the

heathen world there seems in the air the sense of some
impending change. The spread of scepticism among the

educated youth of India is at least a sign that the ground is

being cleared—as we confidently believe—for a new faith and
hope.

Besides all this, the increase of the Christian community is

in an accelerating ratio. This was but to be expected in a

system which teaches every convert in turn to become a

witness to the truth that he has learned. With regard to India,

some figures given by Sir W. W. Hunter in a recent lecture are

very noteworthy. Taking Bengal, containing one-third of the

whole population of British India, he shows that during the

nine years preceding 1881, the whole population increased

10-89 per cent.; that the increase in Mohammedans was

almost exactly equal to this, being 10-96; but that of native

Christians nearly six times as much, or 64*07. With regard

to the whole of British India, as far as can be ascertained, the

increase of the general population was 8 per cent., of

Christian population, 30. The kingdom of light is gaining on

that of darkness, not so rapidly as we could wish, but still

perceptibly.

Grave questions also arise in this connection as to what the

Churches are doing. There are in the world, it is estimated, a

thousand millions ‘ without Christ —heathens, Mohammedans,
Buddhists, Jews. The number of missionaries, male and

female, is certainly under six thousand. At the highest, again,

the missionary contributions of all Protestant Churches amount

to about two millions and a half sterling. The sum is a noble

one
;
but what is it in comparison with the work to be done ?
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in the 1 Missiones Catholicae ’ the number is 1,185,142, and there is

no reason to question its accuracy. The number returned in the

official census of 1880 was 963,000. The increase of 217,000 in

five years is a very modest one with such a large body to start

with. The Protestan t missions nearly doubled their numbers in

ten years, or, more accurately, they increased at the ratejof 9 per

cent, per annum
;
the rate of increase in the Catholic missions

during the five years, from 1880 to 1885, was only7 3 t Per cent,

per annum. This is not the impression generally receivedTromtHe
reports of boastful Papists or timid Protestants. That Protestants

have gathered more than half a i7iillion of converts with no heTp,

but rather discouragement from the^Stafe, in less than a hundred
years

,
and when they had not a single Christian to form a nucleus

for the new Church, is a fact of much significance. That. the

Roman Church should only have little more than one ?nillion\i\.tx

three hundred years of labour, with every help that the btate could

give,lfnd when'fhey had in the earlier period, which is the most

important, a large body of Christians to work with, or steal from,

says very little for the vitality of her missions. There were pro-

bably ha lf a mi llion of Christians in Goa and Southern India when
the Romish missions~began afthe beginnin^oTthe sixteenth century,

if we may not calculate fromTHemicrof the'ffifteenth. There are

still 300,000 so-called Goa Christians. Thes^ added to the Roman
Catholics, make only a million and a half together. If they had
increased with half tKerapidity~of the'T)rTtesTant converts, they

would have converted India before this time. If these two bodies

go on increasing at the same rate they have been doing of late,

within twice ten years the Protestants will have far outnumbered
the Roman Catholics in India, and in little more than one hundred
years will have overtaken the labours of three centuries.

The following is the present condition of the Roman Catholic

Church, as given in their own official organ, the ‘ Missiones

Catholicae,’ for the whole of India :

—

Inhabitants .

Catholics

European priests .

Native priests

Churches and chapels

Stations

Elementary schools

Scholars

Seminaries .

Alumni
Orphanages .

Orphans .

253 , 907,000
1,185,142

996
93

2,677
417

1,566

64,357
16

444
73

4,828

Indo-Chinese Regions—Another group of missions comes
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under the head of the,Indo-Chinese (Regiones Indo-Smicae). They

were established chiefly after the middle of the seventeenth and the

beginning of the eighteenth century. It is divided into 5
nationalities,

with 13 vicariates; 3 in Burmah^ with 147

38 European priests, and 1 1 native priests, and 25JS08 Cathcrtics,

in a population which they put down at 8,000,00a 2nd, Cam-

bodia, with 74 churches and chapels, 23 European priests, and

iTT58o Catholics, in a population o{ ljoofioo inhabitants. 3id,

CochTn~3THTna, divided into three vicariates, with 536 churches

aEH'chkpelsT 94 European and 94 native priests, and 1 24^207

Catholics! in a population of 7,700,000 inhabitants. 4th, Sjam,

^TWicariates" 67 churches^nTc^apels, 43 European andHo

native priests, and 24,438 Catholics, in a population of2<W|8
5
th, Tonkin, dividedinld~5^cariates, with 820 churthM^and

chapels, 82 European and 258 native priests, and 437 ,483_Cathohcs,

in a population of 19,000,000 of inhabitants.
. .

,

We cannot withEoTTohrsincere admiration of the spirit which

has animated both the European missionaries and the native con-

verts of these missions. We may question some of the methods of

the former and the customs of the latter, but in the presence of the

courage and devotion of the missionaries, and the spirit of title

martyrs manifested by both, in repeated and fiery persecution
,

we have no desire to detract from their noble example. The

converts in these missions have shown a manhood and constancy

worthy of Apostolic times.
, . , , •

The difference between these missions and those ot India is

worthy of remark. The number’of nativejpriestj^n Tonkina^Jhxee

times as preat as in the'^EoIe oMndia^and as the number o

converfs Is onlyTbout a third, tETpFoportion is really eight or nine

times greater in Tonkin, while the number of European priests is

very small in proportion. This indicates much more of manly and

independent spirit in the inhabitants, or of better management in

the Church, or it may be both. That there is much m the manage-

ment is probable, when we compare the number of native pastors in

the Protestant Churches of India with those in the Roman Catholic,

i There were in 1880, 461 ordained Protestant pastors, besides 248b

lay preachers. In the whole of the Roman Catholic missions there

]
were only 93 native priests. It is probable that the condition of

' celibacy is an ordeal which few of the native inhabitants of India

ever endure, and in such a country will be an 1ins
^
pera¥^bA

ar
c

r^^
the raising of a native Roman Catholic Church, and the spread

of the Roman Catholic religion among such a population.

The following is the abstract from the Indp^QunaJM^ in the

midst of a population estimated at

J

4444?488j

European priests.

Native priests

290

373
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Churches and chapels .

Catholics

Schools and orphanages
Scholars, etc.

1,644
628,276

1,107

21 , 166

To this add Malaysia, including Borneo and Batavia; and
Persia :

—

Catholics . . . . . .46,041
European missionaries.... ^
Native priests ..... 5
Churches and chapels.... 24

China.—The missions of the Roman Catholic Church in China
may be said to have had their origin in 1583, if not earlier, as the
Portuguese had for a considerable time before been engaged in

commerce in the south, and to their credit be it said, wherever they
went for trade or war, they carried their religion with them. It

was in 1583 Mathew Ricci first landed in the country and began
his great work, with a method, wisdom, zeal, and tenacity of purpose
worthy of all praise. He was, so far as we know, the greatest
missionary of his age. Xavier made a greater impression on the

imagination of Europe, and had more influence at Christian Courts,

but Ricci made a far deeper impression on the mind of Asia, and
had a powerful influence at the Court of the heathen Emperor of

China—one of the most enlightened princes of his age—an influence

obtained, not by diplomacy, but by profound learning, real talent,

and force of character. His fellow-labourers, Verbiest and Shal,

were worthy to be associated with him.
The Christian religion was not new to China, even in the sixteenth

century. The Nestorian Mission was well known to Chinese
historians

;
its influence from the eighth century was immense. Its

converts were openly acknowledged at the Court of the Emperor in

the thirteenth century, as we are told by Marco Polo
;
and ‘ Clement

the Fifth established an Archbishopric at Pekin in the fourteenth

century, in favour of Jean de Montcorvin, a French missionary,

who preached the Gospel in these countries for forty-two years, and
when he died left a very flourishing community of Christians’

(Hue’s China). It is probable, however, that when Ricci arrived,

Christianity had disappeared, and only a tradition remained, or brief

records in the history of the country. As our object is not to write

a history, but to give the results of missions, we must pass over the

early struggles and successes, and the sad and injurious strifes of

the different ‘ Orders,’ as they at different times swayed the Pope
and his Council at Rome, whose ignorance was not creditable to

a body claiming infallibility
;
while the mutual hatred and perse-

cutions of one another by different 1 Orders ’ of monks, was as

cordial and intense as their persecutions of heretics. Protestant sects
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never manifested such fine specimens of Christian zeal in an un-
christian spirit, even if we take the reports of Popish historians.
The result was, in the long run, the triumph of the party which took
what we regard as the wrong side. The Jesuits carried the day, and
have sanctioned the introduction of ‘ancestral worship ’ and many
heathen customs into the Roman Catholic Church in China, to the
injury of their converts, and in the issue the damage of the mission.
The mission has also suffered from too close an alliance with and
dependence on the political power

; in early times, by alliances with
the Court of China, and intrigues which led to the suspicion of
political designs, which were the first cause of persecution and
attempt at total expulsion

; and more recently by dependence on the
power of France, which has led to consequences injurious to the
missions in China and Tonkin (Tonquin). This the Church now
sees, and is trying to remedy, at the risk of difficulties with
France

; in China and in India they have come into conflict with
Portugal.

We now give the state of the Roman Catholic mission as we find
it in the ‘ Missiones Catholicae.’ There are two Apostolic prefectures,
and twenty-six vicariates in the eighteen provinces of China, which
they credit with a population of 390 millions. It is worth noting
this estimate, in view of the low estimates lately made by men who
have not a tithe of the experience in questions of this kind, which
the missionaries of that Church have

; and not half the number of
competent men scattered through the whole Empire, and resident
for years in the same region, not mere passers through, like most
of our recent ‘ authorities.’ (?) The following are the aggregate
numbers :

—

Number of inhabitants

Catholics

European missionaries

Native priests

Churches and chapels
Schools
Scholars

Seminaries .

Alumni

The Regions around China.—Five countries are grouped
around China. 1st, Corea, where mission work was begun in
1 783. The present results in a population computed at 10,000,050

:

13,642 Catholics. The number of priests, churches andschools
dheTTot gtvern Tnd, Jap_an , first evangelized in 1549, to which they
assign only a population of 34,000,000 . In this country they have
30^240 converts, 84 churches orcEapels, and 78 priests, of whom a
considerable number are natives, with a good number of schools
and seminaries. 3rd, Manchuria, the population of which they

)
k-'C/W

j
VJLaJ

' 4S3740J
471
281

2,429
*,779

25,219

33
6c/t
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1
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urches or chapels, 108 priests, 60ducationa
,
and 20 charitable institutions. 5th, Central Africa,400 Catholics, 1 1 stations, 8 churches or chapels, 40 priests, 3educational and 2 charitable institutions. 6th, Insular Africa

3

embracing all the islands adjoining the continent, the principal
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where the example or competition of
Protestants is absent? It is a phenomenon which often meets us
in our survey of the mission-fields of the world.
After making the necessary deductions, the grand totals for Africaaie (approximately)—

Population about .

Catholics

Stations

Churches or chapels
Priests

Educational institutions

Charitable institutions

200,000,000
210,000

1 87
200

417

954
50

Having gone over the whole field of Roman Catholic missions
to the heathen, we are now in a position to give the grand totalwhich has been taken carefully from their own official documents

’
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SUMMARY OF ROMAN CATHOLIC MISSIONS.

Taken from Tables in ‘Missiones Catholic^,’ 1886. 1

Divisions. India.

Indo-
China
Penin-

sula, etc.

China.

Regions
adjacent

to

China.

Oceania
and

America.

Africa
and its

Islands,

etc.

Total.

Adherents .... 1,183,142 674.317 483,403 77.254 114.845 210,000 2,742,961

Churches and chapels . 2,677 1,668 2,429 227 360 200 7.561

European missionaries. 9962 342 47i 416 180 4 i 7 2,822

Native missionaries • 93
2 378 281 ... ... ... 752

Elementary schools . 1,566 ... D779 ... 205 954 4.504

Elementary scholars . 64»3S7 21,166 25,219 ... ... ... 110,742

1 Deducting those returns which cannot be fairly classed under Modern Missionary work.
2 There seems some obscurity in the table from which these figures are taken, possibly

from some of the returns not distinguishing Native from European missionaries. The numbers
are combined in the Total (1089) under the column for Europeans. It is probable that there
are rather more Native and fewer European missionaries.

t


